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Neural network has been widely used in various rich,is Ill' robotics . l uthis work,
the neural network analys is using.hac kpmpagalilll1 algll rilhm is applied III the inverse
velocity analysis o f robotic manipulators ncar the sin);!,u l;lrity POilllS ;lcClIlllllinl! tor rlw
tr ac king erro r and feasibility of joint veloc ities , The inverse computations IIsill!! 11Il'
pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix arc compared with those IIht:lilWd h~ the neural
network anal ysis . The results illustrurcd using e xample s of Iwu we ll known nmmpul.uors
show the advantages o f using the present wor k. i\ new 1c;lrning alglll'ilhm callcd 1.1'
neuro method is then developed tn solve neural network problems lnrhis algl,rilhlll . thL'
weights are obtained by a combinationof Linea r I'rngral1ll1illghav ing ;1sjxlrs, ':llCffit:il'l1t
ma tr ix and a single variable non-linear np thuizatiuu me thod . The results ar c dlus tral\'d
by solving three d iffe rent pro blems. two of which arc usefu l in the on-fine \olll r" l III
robotic manipulators.
The designs of a function genenuor and a four-bar mechani sm whose l,:oupkl
curve passes through nine spe cified points, have been carried out usillg neural netwOl'k
methods. The design problem hasbeen solved using non-linear techniques which yield
a weight ma tr ix in each of the cases. The :ll.;CUr<ICY of the mcthuds is also discussed
Finally, gain parameters required for the trajectoryuuurul arcevaluated usi ng rumlinear
optimization method. Neural network is then trained to evaluate uic gain pnuunctcrs
based on error history o f different rrajc ctoncs
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Introduction and Literature Survey
1.1 Intr oduction
Aniflcial Intelligence (AI) is applied in di versified fields to achieve faster and
better results. They are useful for achieving computationally fast and approxi mate
solutions of cert ain decisio n probl ems that arc based on inform ation of diverse criter ia.
Expert sys tems, Artificia l Neural Networks (ANN), Knowledge-based representa tions
CIC .. arc exa mples of ulffe renr tools used in the applicat ion of AI. Robotics is a field that
requires such techniques because robots are often employed to work in hazardous
environments impossible for hum an interactions, and where the calculations are numerous
and complicate d. In the recent past, ANN have proved quite usefu l in robo tics. Fig. 1. 1
shows the var ious fields in robo tics in which ANN is being widely used,
Singularity avoidance. synthesis of mechanisms, finer contro l of the trajectories
orrobotic manipula tors are still the topics that require further research, A new techniq ue
which optimizes the efficiency and speed would be of gre at help because of on-line





at every instant of fime ete.,
I. PosilionITrajcetory Conlrol




3. Sensing and Perception
Figure 1.1 Application of Neura l Network in Robolicl:
J. 2 Liter atu re Survey
1.2 .1 Artifi cial Neural Network Methods
Artifi cial Neural Networks (A NN) have been studied for more than 30 years . Its
usc has increased tremendously in recent years because of the availability of fas ter and
pa ra lk:1proce ssors anrJ the basic learn ing algorithms (Grossberg . 1982; Hopfield . 1982:
Ru mclhart and McClelland. 1986; Kchonen. 1988). ANNs also referred as neural
ne tworks in this thesis arc being used to accomplish complex funct ions such as
generalization. error correction. informationreconstruction, pattern analysis andlearning.
Neur al networ k can learn mapping between the input and output space a nd synthesize
an associative memory that retrieves the approp riate output when presented with an input.
and 11:15 the ability to genera lize with new inJK!IS. Because of their mass ively parallel
n ature, neural nctwmks t an pcrfonn computations al very high speed (Fukuda and
Sh ibata. 1992).
Neura l networks have also been used 10 success fully solve complex problems like
the Travelling salesman problem. It has been observed that neu ra l networks have oflen
bee n uppnn unistic . i.e. the network model is customized to serve the need s of the task
al hard (Kulka rni. 19( 1). They represe nt a new approach that is ro bust and faulr-tole mm.
Neural networks requi re basic algorithms for accomplishing the learning task.
Se VCTll1algo rithms arc functional in the present. One such algorithm which is widely used
is backpropagarton (OP) algorithm. In backpropagaricn algor ithm . during the learn ing
phase . tbe observed outputs arc cumparcd with the desired ouquus. a nd the wei ghts arc
optimized to minim ize the error function. In comrcunvc leaming. the wciglus arc
upda ted with each new input (Rumelhnn ,md t\kClelland.. 191\(1). Hanuann and Biegler ·
Kong (19 92) d iscuss efficient learning algori thms fur neuralnetworks.
Neural networ ks can per for m functiona l approxinnuious Ihilt M C beyondthe scope-
of op tima l linear techniques . Gul ati ct ul. . (1990) have introducedneural formalism I I I
efficie ntly learn non-linear mapping usmg a marhcmauc ul cons truct called terminal
attractc rs.
Neural networ ks have been found usefu l in the field of rob oucs ill the recent
times. Forward and inve rse displacem ent analyses ofroboric nuunpu tutors have hecn doue
by Ny ugen ct al. (1990) and Gulat i et al.. ( 1990). Ne ural network s see m In he :1
prom ising approach to solve non-linear con trol problems as wen [Tabary aud Snlnnn,
1992) . Some other lnteresung applicat ions in the comro t of mhutic manipulators can he
seen in Fukuda er at.. 1991 ; and Ak io ct aI. , 1992 .
1.2.2 Singularity Problems in Robotics
Inverse kinematic s problem s of robotic manipulato rs arc always difficult hi solve
because of (a) the multiple solutions in the displacement analysts problems. or (bJ the
occurre nce of singularity points along the trajec tories in the case of velocit y nnal ysis. The
singularity problem s, whic h involve the rank de ficiency in the Jacobia n Matrix, have been
de,th with hy Chiaverni (] 992, . In this regard. general discussions on pseudo-inverse
soluuons can he seen in Lawson and Hanson. 1974. The pseudo-inverse solutions do not
lead to satisfactory performance ncar the points of singularity because of abrupt changes
in the clements of the joint velocity vector.
Damped-Least Squares method (DLS) approach has heen used by many
researchers (Wamp ler. 1986; Nakamura and Hanatusa, 1986; Maciejewski and Klein.
1989; Wampler and Leifer . 1988; Mayorga ct al. , 1992). The additiona l advantage with
this method is that one can set the limit (achievable limit) on the norm of the joint
velocit y vector and li nd the correspond ing damping factm, A. which yields the minimum
Maciejewski and Klein (1989) also proposed a truncated Singular Value
Decomposition (SVO) solution method which could be used for on-line computat ions.
However the resulting errors could be more in this method. So far. there has not been
any me thod wh ich takes into account factors such as the errors as well as the
computational efficiency. Neural networks are known to perform well in those areas
provided a relat ionship is established betwee n the joint velocity vectors and Cartesian
Veloci ty vectors on an off-line basis. Thi s c ircumvents the on-l ine computational
requirements of the jo int velocity vector, as was done by researchers mentioned earlier
(Maciejewski and Klein, 1989).
1.2.3 Mechan ism Synthesis
Synthesis of a mechanism is ;1 means of finding the linkage that will produce the
specifie d motion. The problem of approx imate symhesls of a four-hal' mechanism II"h,,,,,'
coupler curve is a planar trajectory was solved by Wampler cr :11. . l l l)t)2). SOhLl i" 1L .,1
such problems date as catt y as 1923 and some of the important works arc given ill
Preudensretn and Sandor. 1959: Shigle y and Vicker. 1980; Erdman and Sall\lm . l'm-l ;
Morgan and Wampler. 1989: Subbinn lind Flugrud. 1989. The usc Ilf tlJltillliz;llil' lI
technique has been made by Suh and Radcliffe (1978). Angeles ct :11. . (198M), I ll' Akhr,ls
and Angeles (1990) have applied a variable-separation technique and uon-Hncar
optimi zation scheme to solve the four -bar path generation problem. Tsni anti I.u t llJl-NI
have solved the nine-point path problem using a new connuuauon method . Wampler cr
al. , (1992) have solved this problem using a cnmblnation or unnlytical and mnncrtcut
tools. Problems where the number of points is greater IIm11 nine result in all over-
determined system whose exact solu rlons an: not possible.
The four-bar mechanisms have also been used in the design of Iunctnm-gcncrarnrs.
Preu uenstetn (1955) proposed an algebraic Iormulanon for the nppruxhuurc symncs!s 01
such a mechanism. Wilde ( 982) applied er ror linearization techniques 10 solve rhts
problem. Other interesting references on such problems cnn he seen ill (Mnlmn 1{,lll cl
al. , 1973; Tinub u and Gupta, 1984; and Liu and Angeles. 1992).
1.2.4 Neural Network Control in Robotics
There has been recent trend w ithin the robotics control literature to apply neural
networks for the control of robot ic systems. in many applications reported in the
literature (Gu anti Chan. 1989; Fukuda and Shibata, 1990: Helferty and Biswas. 1990:
Jamshidi ct al.. 1990; Karakasoglu anti Sundareshan. 1990: Yamamura er al., 1990) lilt:
pw<:css of neural network learning is conducted on-line (i.e . the dynamics of the neural
network is embedded in the closed-loop with the dynamics of the robotic system), yet
there appears to be a lack of studies focussing on the dynamic behavior of the neural
network during learning and/or control when the neural network is used in such co ntext.
Kawaiu (1990) used feedback error learning to compute the feedforward torques
required fo r a manipulator to follow a path. The neural network implemented in this
method uses the desired joint positions. velocities and acce lerations as inputs and adjusts
the network weights using the feedback torque as the error signal to a backpropagation
parameter optimizing algorithm. Yuh ( 1992) also used a neural network for manipulator
control. He used a "critic" equation, which is a function of the manipulator output erro r,
10 train the network to directly compute the manipulator input torques.
Asada (l 990) used a multilayered feedfcrward network to learn a non-linear
m:lpping fo r compliance control. From the measured forces and torques in an assembly
lask he used the network to compute the requ ired velocities, which would aIJow the
assembly task 10 be completed.
1.3 Th esis Objectives
We have seen in the last few sect ions that the neura l networks are quite ver satile
tools to solve problems in a wide varicty \11' arc;ls. With this in mind. i, W;IS tl" ,u~h l h'
apply this 10011(\ solve problems in Ihe areas of mechanism u.:si~n anll nllll,t;e l;nntn'l.
Based on this, tbe following arc the:objec tives ,If this thesis :
I) Development of OJ new neural nl:lw(lfL: learning.atgoruhm lLlI-I\l.·Utll tncth<lo.1 l
which is Iasr and accurate.
2) Application of neural retworks for inverse kinem.l lK.:S til"tllhtllie lIl;lllil'ul;lltirs
near singular configuralion.s and comparison with damrell-Icasl SIIU;lrcS ;1[\\1
pseudo-inverse melhods.
3) Velocity. acceleration anll torque analysis of ruhlllic numipuhuors Llsing.nctnul
networks.
4) Synthesis of mechanisms using neural networks
5) Trajectory control of lhe robotic manipulators using neural networks.
Chapter 2. briefly reviews the basics of 1ll.'Ur.J1 nclWtJl"ks. Ib :kpmpag;llillll
algorithm is introduced here and various factors inllueneing a neu r al networ k arc
discussed in this chapter. Thesignificance of solving for weighl matrix in neural netwurk
problems using combination of LP and a single variable non-linear uptimi/.atiu!I mUline
is identified here. Thevalidity of the applicationof backpropagation algorithm is chec ked
by using them near singularconfigurations of robotic manipulators. An inverse kinematic
relationship is established between the Cartesian and joint veloc ities on off-line basis
which reduces on-line computation time. The relative menu afkldemerits of this mcthud
over conventional pseudo-inverse and damped-least squares method arc discussed in this
chapter . 1\ new algorithm called Lr.nc uru method is developed to solve problems using
neural networks.
In Chap ter .", the backpropagatlon method and the new algorithm called the LP -
Ileum method arc then applied to solve various mechanism synthesis problems.
Chap ter 4 deals with solution of non-linear or adaptive control problems. Here
the non-linear control problem is solved using LP-neuro method developed in Chapter 2.
Next. the gain values obtained by the non-linear method are then used in the neural
control method where the methodology developed in sections 2.4.1 to 2.4. 3 arc used .
In this way, the number of training sets required is a 101 less than what many othe r
researchers have used .
Finally . in Chapter 5. the contributions of the thesis and recommendations fo r




Neural network methods arc widelyused in many cl1gillLocrillg ;lpplic;lIilllS. 'lhcy
can be th ought o f a s a math cuuuicu l to l to solve COm 1l10 1l c nl,\lnccr inJ; pw hk ms SUd 1:IS
optim izat ion. pattern recognition ere . The m!lIml ,,('twork inuic:llc s ,h l,: slm ilo,rity lit
mode lli ng. netwo rk o f neuro ns in the brain . Many {incar :lUd lIUnli llC<lr neuruu mlll,ld s
are co nnec ted in the network a nd infonna llOlI is proc essed in 11 para llel Ji slr ihutcJ
manner. This grea tly n:tluccs the computation lime . Neural nclwtJrb have Ie:.m ill),: :llIJ
self-org a nizatio n c apa bilities. They adapt to c hanges in Uilt" . kam ing the dWlu,;lcrislK:s
of the inpu t signal.
Neu ral network s ca n be bro ad ly clcss lfl..xl inm tW II types:
l} The ncur al networ ks thai learn and ,.d a pt to cha nges :1I"e c:llk J rec urrent
networks or backprcpagation networks. Muhiluyer pcrccpeun neural nets. Ilupfid u nels,
Adapt ive Resonance Theory (ART ) networks fall und e r this category .
2) T hose that du no t involve lea rn ing a nd sometimes called fced torwa rd
nets. Outer-product associative memories and multilayer nels without backward error
10
~orr~'t; li ll l l~ belong10this type. The most popular neural networks used tmlay are the
llupfielt.! nets Kohoncn's sell-organizing maps. multilayer pcrceptrons a n~ ART nets.
Some ofthe opcrauorsrhmneuralnetworksperformarc shown in Fig. 2.1.They
arc a~valll"g~'t)US in the following situations:
I ) Dccision-nnklng froma massive amount of data
2) NOli-linear mapping
3) Obtainingnear-optimal solutions to optimizationproblem in I~ time.
2.2 Backpropagation Method
2.2.1 Multilayer Neural Network
A typic,11neuralnetwork is shownin Fig. 2.2. Basiccomponentsof a neural
network arc:
I ) luput aliI.!11lIlpuldamsets
3) Processing Etemens (PE) or neurons
4) Activation function
'lhcncural networksthat needto be trained are supplied with predefined inputandoutput
t.!;lla scts in a vector furru. Each layer ofa neural retwork conssrs of several processing
clements. EachPE in a neural network sums all of its input values and performs a









Figure 2. 1 Applications or Neural Networks
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Figure 2.2 A Typical Neural Network
13
weighed connections. lnfunuation is stored in a network ill rbc tonn nl" II'cighlS. In
neural network method the weight matrix is obtained based I 'll till· k arning.l'fllccss i.c ..
based on the input and output information used for that purpose.
Activation functions, also known as squashing.functkms. pcrlilTll1l1laplling of 1'1':\
infinite domain into a prespccined range. Commonty USl.'1J activation runcuons (shown
in Fig. 2,3) are:
l) Linear activation [unction
2) Step activation function
3) Ramp activation function
4) Sigmoidal activation function or squashing function
5) Gaussian function
Neural networks are organized into several layers of PE's which include input layer.
hidden layers and output layer as shown in Fig. 2.2. I\. fccdforward network is one llmt
has connections which feed information in om: direction without any feedback path. II"a
network has feedback paths, then it is called feedback network. The traiuing III
multilayer neural networks depend on the following factors:
1) The number of layers
2) The number of PE in each layer
3) The amount of data needed for sufficient training.
There are no predefined set of rules available for (Jclcrminingthe ab ove Iactors. Several
techniques are available for the multilayer neural networks to have their connection
14
(a) Linear activation function (b) Hard limiting function
f(nel,) (netJ
f~ f
(c) Threshold function (d) Sigmoidal activation function
Figure 2.3 Activation Functions
15
weights adjusted to learn mapping. Till' most popular technique Is till' bal.:kpr\II'a~;ll i \ll1
algorithm twertos. 197.J: Parker. 198:!; Rumelhan. lIill1011, a11l1Williams IlJS6).
Learning process can be clnssif'ied into two categories: supervised learning :lnd
unsupervised learning. Supervisedlearning monitors the durathm uf the training and the
error performance etc.. Unsupervised learning incorporates nu mtl ll i tor in~ pTlI:es and
relies only upon local information during the entire learning process, Most learning
techniques are carried out off-line.
2.2.2 Feedforward Recall and Error Backpropagation Algorithm.
In neural network method, one establishes a relationship between the input andthe
desired output parameters. The matrix relationship between these two Vl'l.:l!1 rs arc
approximated by using several hidden layers as shown in rig , 2A . In this figure, the
relationship between the input vector and the first hidden layer vector is ,II tlrst cxrrc s.~l.:d
involving a weight matrix whose elements vary between - I and I and arc randomly
generated. Similar procedure is adopted for the relationship between two adjacent hidden
layers or the last hidden layer and the output layer. Mathematically. one of these typical
relationships can be written as.
(2 . 1)





Figure 2.4 Representation of Neural Network Layers - Forward Computations
17
vector {H}, are computed and an: symbolically represented by a slluan: (0) ill Fi~ . ~A .
For example. for a typical d ement it wllulJ he written as
where a is the steepness factor and h, is one otthc clements orvector (II },. This process
is continued until the last hidden layer i.c .. each layer is related to tither hy a manix
containing weights. and also. there is a sim ilar relationship written between the lasl
hidden layer and the output layer.
Defining two vector- {a} and {d} <IS the vector of (lUirut.~ i!lmn ida l fuucrlons and
des ired values respectively. we wish to minimize the error E defined hy
N
E " ~ ~ (d1 - oi
Each of the summation terms (E,) is represented by triangular Itt.) symhol in Fig. 2.4
This error has to he backpropagatcd using the same wcights mentioned above . To do






Figure 2.5 Representation or Neural Network Layers . Back-propagation
of Errors
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which is represented l\y ,Idial\lllnd symbo l ( ,» in Fi~ , 2.5. Fhcerror in the lasl hidden
layer eleme nt wise is computed using
,
I).v v, (I - Yj ) f; 8 ,,1 I"V j ~ I •...~I
where Yj is the sigmoidal elemental output of the last hidden layer in Fig, 2.-1and \\'~, is
an eleme nt of the corresponding (to the righ t of y,) weight matrix. This process i.,
repeat ed until one computes all the clem ents o f the first hidden layer. The weight matrix
between the output layer and the last hidden layer III he llSL1..I ill the next cycle is
recomputed as
(2 .6)
where the superscr ipts refe r 10 the cycle number and II is the learning Iacnrrwhich is
norma lly as sumed between 10-) to 10. The relationship fur the weigh t matrix ill other
layers is g iven by
(2.7 )




r.rnccthcflC weight matricesan: obtained, then for any input ' "eCIOr one:has to go
lhrnugh the forward c!.Imputalions as shown in Fig . 2.4 10obtain theOUtput vector . This
pml.:e~~ is continued until the final set of weight matrices are obtained which yield the
tlesirt.-dnutput values within the:accuracy specifietl. Flowchart for the backpropagation
method is shown in Fig.2.6.
2.2.3 Properties and its Significance
Backpropagation algorithm uses gradient descent technique to adjust the weights
so ,IS to minimize the error
(2,9)
where 'I is the step value. The movement of the weight vector in two-dimensional space
can IlCobserved on the error surface shown in Fig. 2.7. The weigbts of the network 10
he lraiOl.' I an: typically initialized at small random values. The initialization : trongly
affects the ultimate solution. Al10lher factor tha t affects the convergence is the steepness
factor Q. in the sigmoidal activation function given in Eq.(2.2). Theeffectiveness and
convergence of the error backpropagation learning algorithm depend significantly on the
value of the learning constant 'I . In general, however. the optimum value of II depend s
upon the pr oblem bt'ing solved and there is no single learning constant suitable for
d ifferent training cases. Activation functions with larger steepness factor produces the















wl ,w2 - weigbtJ
Figure 2.7 Movement or Weight v ector (2-D) on Ihe Error Surface
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t and the learning factor is adjusted to control the convergence. llnwcver, gl';l,lkll1
descent t:gorithm surfers nom localminimum probrcm which is :1c\1111nl<l1l Ilrllpcrl~' of
any nonlinear optimization algorithm.
2.2.4 Appllcaticn > Singular ity Problems in Velocity AlIld)'sis 01'
Robots
When a manipulator is in singular configuration. it loscs one or more degrees of
freedom in the Cartesian space. Singularities in robotic manipulators may urtsc due III
the geometrical limitations (constraints in thc connecting links) of the manipulators. This
problem can be handled by the use or redundant manlpulnrors. There nrc two kimls of
singularities:
I) Boundary singularities arise due to the gccmctricnl limitations.
2) Interior singularities are due to two or more joint axes lining up.
Redundant manipulators also have singular contigurarionxwhich have til he either
avoided or handled. Near singular points. very high joint velocities result if theCartesian
velocities have components in the direction in which {he arm loses muhlfiry . I'lu:se arc
the points at which the Jacobian matrix becomes rank-deficient.
While this problem can be handh..'<!using mnthcmnticnltechniques like pseudo-
inverse methods. yet i{ has certa in limitations. The problems of singularities can he
tackled at the task planning level itself hy carefully designing the trajectory which 'lvoids
singular configuration. On the other hand, if due to wrong task planning or in situations
24
where on-line I:lIll1pUlatiCins an: made and jhe singularity appea rs in the trajectory. Ih..:
ruhllll: llntm i sys tem must he able III pass throug h them safely . Multiple solutions exrsr
at singularity poin ts.
2.2A . 1 Velocity Analysts Using Psuedo- tnverse Method
The inverse kinematics for -obouc manipulators is given by (Craig. 1986)
Iii • [1 ) le i (2. 10)
where 10 } represe nts the joint velocity vector and Ix} is the end-effector velocity vector
H/uJ PI is the Jacobian matrix . Therefore , the joint velocity corresponding (0 a given {x}
i .~ give n hy
Ie ) 11r' Ii i
zs
[./ '] I·q l ~ .l ~l
where [1' I is c :.l~ kd the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matri x. '1'111: b:ISi..: idea is h>
minim ize the norm II{x} - [ll{a } ~ since ul' docs not ex ist :1' siugul ar poims . IJ ' I ~ i \c' s
an appro ximate solut ion satisfying the condit ion
min i \81 i and
min t te! - [ J I lSI I
12 l.ll
Near the singular points, [J"] is equivalent to [111 ami psuudn-inverse finds I ll ll the cx;"':l
solution. Though pseudo-inverse gives exact solution ncar singular points. they arl' Ilul
feasible because of very high values of {O}. lienee " compromise is required hC[WCCIl
feasibility !lOU exactness in case of inverse kinematic solution ncar singular points.
Otherwise, pseudo-inverse solutions result in undesirable continuity Ic:tlling III hi~h joint
velocity whieh results in very high oscitlations.
2.2.4.2 Velocity Analysis Using the Damped Least SllUlres :'\letlwll
Damped Least Squares (DLS) method hasbeen proposed hy several resean:hers
to solve inverse kinematics problems. In this mcrhrd. nne writes the relation between
{e } and{x} as
[[J )' I I I ' . ' [I] I J I J IT I.il
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12. 141
In order In re<llislic<llly achieve the desired jo int velocity values. one must modify the
abuve equation to suit the highest achievable limit of the manipulator in terms of angular
Velocities. In other words, we haw 10 minimize the express ion
Min I li l - IlJ le ll ' • 1-' I le i " (2. 15)
when: h is known as the damping factor. ~ Ie} ~ is the norm of the joint velocity and the
term ~ {x} • PH0 } U accounts for the minimizat ion of the tracking error or exactness of
the s olution ,lnl! h~ ~ Ie} II! lakes care of the feasibility of the solution. It is equivalen t
10 solving a minimization proble m.
Mi' Q lx/ - 111 18 / '
subject to constraint (2. 16)
where On... is practical limit on manipulators joint velocity. An appropriate value of
damping rector. h, will give the desired solution. Damping factor. >.., is computed using
lMaciejcwski;ll1 u Klcin(l989»
(2 .17)
where x," == {U,}T{x] and r is the rank of the matrix and ai' {v,} and {u;}are obtained
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from Singular Value Decomposition lSVO) lit"the Jacobian matrix [J]. 1\, express
Eq.(2. l7) in a simple manner one call write
e;
I em..I " e~
e;
where superscnpr » represents the maximumullownhlc vutuc lor that puruculnr joint. AI
first , one evaluates
l2.1lJ)
and then using Eqs.(2. 18) and (2.19) and using a nonlinear optimization technique . Ilndx
the value of>' which would minimize the function
C!.20 )
The optimal value of ~ is then substituted in the loll owing equat ion to gCI the damped
joi n! veloc ity vector
Ie''', f2 .21J
Unfctrunarely, both these methods. i.e . . the pseudo-inverse as well as the IJLS nre,
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expensive in terms of computations, and not suitable for on-line tasks. It is important to
select nn appropriate value of damping ractcr. A. A low value of A minimizes the
tracking crror and gives rise to undesirable high joi n! velocit ies. A high value of ~
accounts for the robustness but leads to low tracking accuracy (Chiaverni, 1992). The
term 0, I (o,~ + AI) far away from singular points. becomes (as ~ -. 0)
__0,_, _ •
0; + ),.2 OJ
(2,22)
DLS sotutfon overcomes two main limitations of pseudo-inverse solution near
singular configurations namely the d iscontinuity and infeasible high jo int velocities. But
SVD calcuhuions are computationally expensive and error compromise is high. In
theory, it is possible 10 calculate the damping factor A at each of the points along the
trajectory (ncar singular points) but an optimal value of ~ , if chosen for all the points
would minimize the computational burden.
2.2.4 .3 Velocity Analysis Using Neural Network Method
A single layer neural network is capable enough 10 [earn the relationship between
the Cartesian and joint velocities near singular configurations. This is a highly non-linear
m:lpr ing where joint velocities increase at a higher rate.
Considering the fact that in the real-time control problems one has to keep in mind
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both, the errors (displacement. vclocity. force ere.. l. as well ;IS the I.:l l lll l ll 11:l t itl ll ' i1
efficienc y (rea l-lime computations): therefore . in the present work, the relationship
between the Cartesian velocity and the joint velocity vectors was established 11n 1I11-liue
basis using the neural networks over a segment ora trajectory. This circumvent s the Oll -
line computational requirements or the joint veloc ity vector. as was done by researchers
(Maciejewski and Klein. 1989) mentioned earlier in Chapter 1. In their metluxl. thl'
calculat ions were required to be done on <I point hy point basis hut which results in the
slowing down of the actual task. The addi tional benefit of the neural networ k method is
that one can achieve better accuracy also ,
The inpu t vector is the Cartesian velocity vector :llld the output vector is the joint
velocity vector. The training is performed on either side of the siugulnrtty point tShar;ll1
and Balasubramanian. 1993). The followi ng points arc kept ill mind while performing the
train ing:
1) Maintain the joint velocities close to the upper fensiblc limit ncar the singular
point.
2) A smooth transition curve of joint velocities is required on either side of
singularity points.
3) Minimize the errors between the actual and achievable joint veloci ties.
4) Have optimal numher of training tasks \0 achieve the non-linear mapping.
30
2.2.4 .4 Case Stud y
To illustrate the theory developed so far. the task of moving the end effec tor along
a trajectory consisting of a segment of a circ le and a radial line is shown in Fig. 2.8.
The point of singu larity was the point B in this figure . While perfo rming the task a
consta nt t.mge ntial velocity along the rad ial pathwas desired . This task was performed
using (a) A planar two degrees of freedom (ooF) manipulator (b) P UMA-S60
manipulator. These are typical manipu lators widely used by various researche rs in the
licld af robotics.
A Plana r Two-! ink Manipulator
A simnle two-link manipulator is shown in Fig . 2 .9. The velocity relat ionships
betwee n joint velocity and the Cartesian velocity for this manipulator is given by
(2.23)
where x and y arc coordinates of the path followed by the end-effector expressed in













Figure 2.8 Trajectory Used for PUMA~S60 Manipulator
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Figure 2.9 A Planar Two-Link Manipulator
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Here. 61 and 0l are the joint angles of the manipulntnr and II and I: an: the link lengths.
One can find from the above equation. the singularity llriSCS when s: = (l (1/: = 0) t.c.
when as the ann stretches outward and both joint rates go to infinity. The two-link
manipulator is moving its tip at a cons tant tangential velocity of 0.03 m/s. The link
lengths used were II = 0.4 m and 11 ": 0.2 m:the radius of the circle was 0 .07 IIIaml
the damping factor h obtained from nonlinear optimization routine WOlSn.0077 .
PUMA-560 Manipulator
The forward kinematic relationship between Cartesian courdiuatcs and joint
coordinates for a PUMA·560 manipulator (shown in Fig. 2. 10) is given hy
x. a 3c tcZ3 - d~C IS23 a 2c lc2 - d ]St
Y. a]s lc 21 - d~s ls2 3 . a 2s l e2 - d3c l a .lSI
Z. -a~2J - d4c2J a~2
The link parameters for this manipulator arc shown in Table 2.1. While perfor ming the
task. the desired tangential velocity along the circular path for PUMA-560 was 0.5 m/s
and it was the same velocity along the radial path also . The maximum achievable Hnur
o,.... for each of the manipulators was taken 10 be 25 radts.
34
Figure 1.10 PUMA·S60 Manipulator
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Table 2 .1 Link Parameters of PUMA·560 Manipulator
Link i a, B, H, D,
(degrees) (degrees) (m) (111 )
1 0 B. 0 0
2 -90 e, 0.4318 0
3 0 e, 0.02032 0. 127
4 -90 e. 0 0.43 18
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2.2.4.5 Result.. a nd Di'iCU~'iion
At Flrst a I· UMA·560 manipulator is conside red. The {€I} vector was obtained
u 'ii n~ Eqs. r2. JJ) or (2.12) depending upon the proximity of the point to !he point of
singularity. The results obtained arc sbownin Figs .2. 11 to 2.14. Similarly. the results
fur damped least squares method using F..q .(2.2t ) are also shown in these figures. II is
qu ite clear here that the required values near the poi nt of singularity are high and nOI
achievable beca use this manipulator has a maximum I €II equal to 25 rad!s. For the
neuml network analysis. the input :1Or.! the output values for the learning phase were
specified in accordance with Eqs. (2.11) or the maximum limits over the trajectory.
Al'ler this, the weight matrix (W I which relates [x] and {€I} as
Iii ' (WI l SI (2.26)
was tlhtairk.'tl using Eqs. (2.1) to (2.8). The results are shewn in Figs. 2.1 t to 2. 14. In
at ttbe sc figures. the results oh(ained by neural network analysis are far more accurate
than uo se obtained hy till: DL.Smethod i.e . the neural network method gives the noon
values much closer to the values given by Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) than the DLS method.
Sr..ocondly. the error in I xI (to the right of point B) in Fig.2.14 in the case of neural
nelWtm.: method. is due to I~ maximum achievable limit and not due to the method
ilsclf. In adduio n. as mentioned earlier. the DL.S method requires much more on-line
computations. These facts were further confirmed in the case of two-link manipulator
as shown in Fig.2 .9 . The results in this case are shown in Figs. 2.15 to 2.18 . The
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Figure 2.11 Variation of the Norm of the Angular Velocity Vector, I0 ~. Alonl



































01 STANCE ALONG THE TAAJE CTOAY ImmJ
Fig ure 2. 12 Variation of the Angular Velocity, 9,. Along the Trajectory of a
PUMA-S60 Manipulator
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Figure 2.13 Variation orthe Angular Velocity, 9 ). Along the Trajectory 01 .
PUMA·560 Manipulatur
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Figure 2. 14 Vari ation of the Nor-m of the Cartesian Velocity Vector. ijxI .
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Figure 2.15 Variation of the Norm of the Angular Velocity Vector. 191.
Along the Trajectory of a Two-Link:\fanipulator
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Figure 2. l8 Variation of the Norm of the Cartesian Velocity, I I:KI Along tbe
Traje-rtory of a Two- Link Manlpulalor
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2.3 LP-Neuro Method
2.3.1 .-\ New Appro ach - Development of U'-Neuro Melhod
As dtscussed earlie r. 3. mClhtlll ro Ir.k,-:-, ' IT Ilk: a":I.1.Ir:Jcy ;1Ik! C' llllr U1.'t i" lIal
effic iency . is sought. A 1l\:W tnt:lhl'l1 called LP-n,:u ru nt etht-.l t lb!:tsuhr. llll;mi;m ;11-.1
Shara n. 1993) is dcvckl(x'''d in this secuon whil:h utilizes the Iasrer conve rgence pn'l""'r1~­
of linear p rogra mming: lhi s result in bcuc r e mi r minim iza tion . The architec ture tlr this
method is similar to the fl,.ocJ forward error hm:kpmp;lgatil1l1 ncurnt uct work cxcc111 thaI
a single layer is enough. '11e activation function uscl1ill this C;ISl.' is ;. Iinc.rr activation
function with slope m and intercept c. 1\ nonlinear curve is "pprnxilllatcll hy scvcra!
linear curves of di ffe rent slope s and tracrccprs. The error minim izutiou objective fUlll:liUII
has weights and intercepts as linear variables and the slUflC ilS unn-Iiucar v ;lr i;l hlc~ which
is solved using Hookes and Jccves method .
2.3 . 1.1 LP -Neuro Method - Type I
In tbe neural nelwork mel.hod (as USl.'l1 in Sec . 2 .2 .4. 3l .lhc:: input III illxllk....ircu
output {D) vectors are related by the euuat io n
ID } ~ I WIIII (2 .271
However. due to errors. one obtains a vector {Ol instead uf {D }. The wergln
matri x IWl which relates the input ami output vector in tll:ll cnsc is given hy
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hI w il w21 wkJ
IHI
h, w21 w22 W" i2 (2 ,28 )
hj wj l wj2 wj i i ,
The LP -I1I.:uro method is diagrammatically explained in Fig . 2.19. The functional
re lationsh ip betwee n {H} and ID} can be written as
10 1 • [Willi
(2 .29)
(2.30)
The eleme nt OJ is shown by a square symbol (0 ) in Fig. 2.19 and hj are the cleme nts of
vector {II}. This is similar to the sigmoidal functional relationship used in
backpropagation method, where one uses the equation
0; " f(hJ" 1
s , 1 + exp(-h) (2. 31)





















figur e 1. 19 Diagrammatic Representation of the Network - LP-Neuro Method
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writing ;I ,o~t function E in the foll()wing te rm :
Subject to
(2.32)
where <.I, arc the clements of the desired output vector {D} in Eq. (2.27), and wJl are the
weigh ts. Eq. (2.32) has (j*k) weights ami they can be collected in a single dimensiona l







This vector {W~ contai ns j sk unknowns . Since these can take positive or negative
values, cuch {) f these can he replaced by two positive variables ( a requir ement for
solving linear programming). For examp le. one can write WI = VI • v~ • w~ = VJ - V4 etc .




The details of the coefficient nuurtx IAI can he shown ,IS
(AI =
t ~ .J.J 1
-II ;~ -;1 ... j, -;l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 j, - i l i~ - i~ .. j, - il .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... j , -i . i~ - j ~ ... i, .',
1:!.J5l




The lIliHri.\ 1/1.1clmlaim.a number orzeroes in a givcn ro..... . l ien: the non-zcro elemcnu
1I1:t:Ur togerber and nnly once in a gtven row . II is well known that the opum ai cost
fuoclion fur such prublcms, involving sparsi ty. can be oolail"ll.'\J much more quick ly
CMI.'Cnrmick. 1990, as compared 10 a case where fA I is a dense matrix .
2.3.1.2 I.P-i'lcur o Meth od ~ Type 2:
Further rc flrcments on the above met hod can bemade by replacing the acuv auc n
function given in Eq. (2 .29) by anot her function given by
(2.37)
In 1:4 .(2 .37) each variahle hi has a correspond ing scalar m, and a constant cr The new
relationship corre sponding to Eq. (2 .30) will be
101 • {MI (IV] ( I I • I Ci (2.38)
where IMI = diagonal slope matrix . which has scalar '"J as its diagonal etemems .
/I. similar activation furct ion for the output side can be written 3S
lSI - INII DI • IGI (2.39 )
where INI is a dlugnnal matrix. The matrices INIand {G} are analogous to 1M) and {C}
in E4. (2.38), The new Formulation using E4S. (2.38) and (2 ,39) will be
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Minimize E, = [NI{D} + {G} - [MlIWHI} - {C]
subject ttl
[MlIWI{I} + {C } = INI{ D} + {G}
or in the scalar form. it can be rewritten as
Minimize E, = nidi + nf! ) + ... + n,d, ' md\\'lIit + w,:i: + ... + w,.i ,} - 1Il.•{
w)li , + w::i: + ...+ w:~i.} · ... -11I1{W,li1 + w,:i: + ... + w,1i.} -I- g\ I-
g: +... + g,"
subject to
Agai n here. the weights wJI.. cJ and gJ arc replaced by two positive numbers as before ill
the followi ng manner :
gi = V~I • V~I
After these substitutions. one arrives at
i = 1,2•..•
1 = 1,3, ..
(2.4 1)
Minimize E1 = n,tl, + n~2 + ... + n,tll - mJ(i1v," i,vl + ilYl · i2Y~ + ...J + mi i.v1k, , -




This cl{ui.l lion can he written in the standard LP notation as.
SUbjl"t:I IO
IAIlV } • ID}




",i.\ ·1 · 1 1 II
n " .. .. ....! , -",i. I - I -1 1 : :: ::]
....._" .... -~... I -"I - I I
(2.43)
In the allow equation, U, an: the desired values and il.are (he input values; v,. V<I
and v~, are the unknow n variables and so are n~ and oJ' The problem shown in Eq.
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(2.4 :!) is non-linear because ofthe occurrcncc ororooucr icnu'slI.::h , IS 1lI1'"1
However. if this problem is comhincd with anothe r muhi-vnnnblcIlptimil.;llillll pTl1hk m
contai ning all m,only, then theproblem iuvolviug the rem,lining v:lri;lbks canbe Slh'cd
by the linear progra mming method . Since . the number Ill" vartablcs far c:\l;e\\1 the
number of cons traints. it would he beucr 10 solve for 111, lIs ing non-linear llptimiwtinn
and the remaining var iables which include weights. hy linear method. This lI\elh'ld
clearly differs from others because. for the majority (If the var iables (other than 11\1. the
linear method yields faster convergence as co mpared III tntally non-linear IIIcthod. "1"11\'
additional advantage in the linear method is nun one can cxplou rhc xpursity rn] I\ llIIalrl .\
in Eq. (2.35) . For exam ple. if the iterative values Ill' 111, arc uluninc d Innuthc nOIl-lil1car
method. and substituted in Eq. (2,42 ).lhen the resulting proble m hecnl\les linear and \';111
be solved using the Revised Simplex Method (Siddul. 19K2). The actual Flowchart lit
the co mbined method is shown in Fig.2.20, In fact, one can nnempr to solve using ;1
single m value instead of} different Ill) values and check fer convergence. It"results arc
satisfactory . then the problem can be reduc ed ttl single variable non-linear uptilllil.alillll
prob lem follo wed by linear programming .
2.4 Applications of the LP-Neuro Method
2.4.1 Function Generati on
Approxima ting a sine curve has been a test for nun-linea r marring carried OUIhy
severa l resear chers, The non-l inear mapping or a sine cur ve using backpropagation is
54
figure 2.20 How Chart , LP-Neuro Method
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a Sill(h .tl
where a =0.8 and b - 1". TIle same example was taken hen: tor tbc casc sIUJ~' . 111" lc;k1
of using seve ral bias tenus as J OilC in Zurada (1992). a J iITerent approac h was I"I1Iltl\\\.-J
in the presen t work. To do this. 21 pl1illiS a lollg the l<o ille curve in a pc r illl.l were takcu
fo r trai ning. In order 10 ident ify this curve. the training was performed UIIdifferent Sille
curves having d iffe rent values Ilf a and b. III all cases . :11 point s were used . Afh: r th is .
the same number of points for this paniculur cu rve W<lS pnw jdcd :IS input aful
cor responding output was c hecked nn the s ine curve. The result s using Cq. tL \,H urul
Eq . (2.44) are shown in Fig. 2.2 1. The res ults in this Iigurc shuw uuu in the firl<o1
quarter period . the BP method yields sligh tly better results than the U>mc thlld 0 :.(1. 2,:0 1
but not all throu gh . On the othe r hand. lite Ls-ncuro method C1~ . 2 .41 ) is ,llw:lys
accu ra te and dec ided ly the method to be USl.'\I . In view of tile abo ve, nnly the U'-II I.'lH'l I
me thod and BP method Wert' used in the ocxt lWO exa mple s . Furthermore, :l sing le value
of m y ielded results which were suOic icmly accura te . li enee . the sa me procedu re i!>
fo llowed in so lving the next IWO exa mples .
2 .4.2 Acceler ation Ana lysis ora Tw o-link Planar Manipula tor
A two-link planar manip ulato r havin g revenue joint s is shown in Fig.2 .22. The
en d-effect or. P. is made 10 follow a circular trajectory at aconstant tange ntia l veloc ity.















Figu re 2.2 1 Comparison of Values for the Sine Curve (LP, LP·Neuro Method




r = 0.05 m
I I =0.3 In
/, = 0.2 m
Figure 1.22 A P1anar Two-Link :\tanipulator and the Trajectory used ror
Attel eration Analysis
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(X"Y,J represent the local coordinate frame o f the link i and the joint variables . 01 and 0:
represent the nuariuual displaceme nts.
T he joint variables, 01 and O~ are related to the position of the end effector
(X I"Y!" in Cartesian space through the follo wing equations:
12.45)
and
Differe ntiating Eqs. (2 .45) and (2 .46) with respect 10 time, we get
where II' I ~ arc the lengths of links J and 2 respect ively; C1 = cosOl ; and
(; 1: = eos(Oj + 0:) etc. The accelemnon of the tip moving along the circ ular path in the
radial d irec tion is given hy






-,.,' I--;- "os(a )
~Sin(a. )
He re, one can obta in by differ entiating the Ell. (2.49)
In robotic con trol, there is a great need for minimization of'oil-line computations. Rather
than performing numerous computatio ns as shown by E4s. (2.45, to 12.50). it is dcsirahlc












U II the orr-line basi s lirst . The first subsc ript. i , in O. represents angular accelera t ion of
a paruc ular link. and rbe second one. j , the:poi nt along the trajec tory. The accelcranon
clc rucnrs "Pl' YI'letc .• are computed using Eq. (2 .49) .
In ccmrol prob lems. one 1k:C<.IS to know {O }. as the end effector traverses the
trajectory . Usually. on-line computations arc done on a point by point bas is i.e .• one has
In com)' ou t ccmp undons give n by E4S. (2.45) to (2.50) at every point. In Eq. (2 .5 1)
above . ifwe nluain the fWd on an off -line basis then . one can co mpute to}on an o n-line
bas is for any set of points :llong the trajec tory. much more rap idly. For tra ining , circl es
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of different radii were used and in all cases 20 p\,i11ls were sl'lc.·tcd on .Hncrcm
concentric circles. Figs, (2,23) and (l, 2·t.) show the results "h ta ined hy !:' IS, \2.451 til
(2.50 ), The same problem was ;llsu done using the UI' mcthod and sbowu in these
figures , These figures clearly show that nne can very successfully U.'iI,' n"'lIral nctw :\:
concept in general, and Llt-ncur o method in particular . in ;If:" ving <II a better control
strategy for robotic nunipuhuors. The constant velocity rcjulrcmcut of tll...end cff"'Cll' !"
is present in many industrial applications such ;IS welding. Ilainting etc..
2.4.3 Solution of Torque and Reaction Forces of the Two-link
Manipulator
The iterative Newton-Euler dynamics algorithm (sec T;lhh: 2,2) has been used
very extensively by various researchers. The Jink parameters used in this C :l~e arc shown
in Table 2.3. Here too , the number of computations is quite large to he performed 0 11an
on-line basis. In this method, kinematic solc tions are carried out nil a link hy liuk hasis
starting from the base (refer to Fig. 2 .22 ). When all the kinematic cumpuuunms nrc
completed, then the dynamic computations stan from the outer link 10 the inner link.
The details can be seen in (Craig, 1986) and are not mentioned here. liven ill this case
it would be better 10 have the following relationship on an nff-Iinc basis:
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Ta ble 2.2 The Iterative Newton-Euler Dynamics Algorithm
FORWARD REC URSION
Step I : {wi, IR I ~ {wl' l {'I e,
Step 2: {ol, I R J ~ {Ctl' _1 {,I e, IR( Iw}, x 1' 1 e,
Step J : {a }, I R]~ ( lo:}, I { ~ } ' _ I X {P}i-l . {W},_I x (P}I_I)
{z} e, 2 x t R] ~ {wL, x {a} a,
Step 4: {a}" {a}, {ol, x 1' 1, {w}; x {w}, X {s}/
Step 5: IF}, 1Il, {l/I"
Step 6 : WI, III, {al, {wi, x (in, Iw},)
IIACKWARD RECURSION
Sic" 7 , UJ, " {FI, • [RI" , U},.,
Step It {il L IN]" , {1l}" 1 {N}, "{J}, x {F}, ~ {P}, x «RI;.] {f} ,.])
Stcp '); T, ~ {::l {I/},T ~ " ,,.
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Table 2.3 link Paramet ers or the Two- Link i\lanipul:llnr
DETAILS LINKI I.INK2 UNITS
LINK LENGTH 0.25 0 .16 m
LINK CENTER 0.20 O . I ~ m
OF GRAVITY
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Figure 2.23 Variation of f)\. Along the Trajectory
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In Fil;. 2.22. 'IS the end effec tor P moves along the trajectory, due 10 the app lied torques
( 11 and r1) hy the motors on the respect ive links, the react ion s forces (t~ I, f/ etc.,) aTC
produced. One hasto know not only the torques but also thes e reactions forc es at every
point alung the trajectory . The computations were car ried out for the two-link
manipulator along the show n trajectory . Twenty po ints were used here to obtain [W: I.
Results ;ITe shewn in Figs. 2 .25 102.30 . The results d early show that the overall er ror
is quite smatt. h is less than 0.2 'k in allthe COlSl:S obtained by LP-neuro metho d. Such
all accurate relationship would be of great help for on-line co ntrol of such sys tems . One
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Figure 2.30 Error Values of 1J Acting on Link 2
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2.5 Conclusions
In the velocity analysis ncar singular l:ll llrig li rOllitl ll.~,;\ nunhcm.uical n-lauonship
be tween the angu lar velocity and Cartesian "elude)' n :ctnrs was c~ la htishcL1 \I " i l1~ thc
D LS method and the neural network liver a segme nt of;1 trajectory The \';Ilidily pf this
relationship was verified using t IVO numerical examples .
NeXI in the Lp -ncuro method . the clements {If the weight mnu-ix were forumlalc\1
as the unknown variables of the LP pruhlcm with equality consuuims . T hese c l lll ;ll lll llS
'Were then modified such that the coefficicnrmmrix IAI W,l S sparse. In another case. ;1
general linear relat ionship fo r the activation functio n was used and Illl: rcs ullil1!,p roblem
was solved using a combination of LJI ,I1lU a single vnrinhlc non-lineill' optillli/aliofl
method . The utility of the algorithm de ....e loped was iltus tr awd using three C<lSCs uulics ,
two of whi ch had app lications in the nn-line control of robotic ma nipulator s .
Based on the work in this chapte r. the fo llowing conclusions cun he drawn:
I. The neural network method yields more nccunue resu lts thanthe Il /n"i IlIcllulIl
2. Th e neural networ k method es tablis hed relntion ship o....er a scgmcm or u
traje c to ry rather than a point as in the case o r the DLS method .
3. T he neural networ k method is more suitable for on-li ne l,:Um p Ul ill io ll S due to
fewe r computat ions required.
4. Th e results in all cases o f the Llt -ncum me thod sho wed t!l,l l titis me thod
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yielded more accurate results than the BP method ,
5. The use uf Lr- ncuro method rcsuhs in faster convergence as co mpared 10 UP
mcrhod in all CH~CS .
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Chapter 3
Neural Networ ks in Mechanism Design
3.1 Introduction
In the last chapte r. neural network methods were used hi solve vcloc uy al1;. I~·s is
problems of robotic mnmputarcrs ncar the PlIilUS uf siugulOirilics :IlI1J uf the uonfiuc .n-
acceleration retnuc nsbtps of such manipulators in the Cartc.~ i a n space. I'untcnuorc .
neural networks were also used 10 establis h the relat ionships li lT the Illrl lllC c a lCIII:ll ill llS
which could be used o n on-line basis.
In this c hapter, neural network tec hniq ues a rc U<il."lI in the design of Illl't:h:lll islllS
namely the funct ion geecnnors as well as rigid holly guid,H'Il:C mcchauism invillviu,!!.
cccprercurvcs.
3.2 Implementat ion of Neura l Network in Mecha nism
Design
3.3.1 Nine-Point Path Pro blem
A four-bar mechanism with an added coupler I' is shown i j l H g. 3. 1. I.." 1.1> '-, .




Flgure 3. 1 A Four-Bar :\lKhanism - Nine-Point Palh Generauce
n
paramet ers should satisfy Ilk: Gr:lslhlf's criterion i .c . . the slim til' the smallest and till'
longest l ink leng ths canno t he greate r than the sutn of the remaining two link k ll )!l hs It
there is to he ccnnnuous rcbuivc numion between 1\\ '11 members
The input consists or lilt: co-ord inates or a .set consisting ul"nine pl1il1lS:11111 tILl'
ou tput , the link par ame ters. The couple r poin t P !!Iles through the nine puhuswhcns, is
varied in steps o f 40" as shown in Fig. J . l . The leng th nf the lh ell link [" wa.s chosen
arbitrarily.
The mechani sm is obtaine d using neur al networks hy first lrainillg il hy )ll"llvidin)!











The supersc r ipt I refe rs 10 uic first trai ning set and the input and outpu t relation ship is
~tlvenk.'tI by the displacement equa tion of the mechanism
(3.3)
liy pruvK.lin};. different number IIf data sets. one obtains the co nvergent we ight mat rix
r ile results oh ta incd hy both meth ods arc show n in Tab les 3. 1 and 3 .2. It is qui te
clear th"l the t.Pcncuro method yields better resu lts hUI BP met hod also leads 10 gooJ
res ults .
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L" Itxl.OO mrn 106.00 1111 11 I
L, 21,01 mm 20.54 1111ll
L, HH.28 111111 105.112 1l1l\1
L, 110.79 111111 111.95 rnm




TAIILE3.2: COORJ)(:'<lATES 01' TilE ;o.; 1~E·J'O INT PATti PROBLEM-
(OMIJA IUSO~ UETIVEF.:N TilE L)'-NEURO\IETHOD AND BP METHOD
])F..SII~EI) LP-NEURO BP LP· BP
METHOD METHOD NEURO
NO. X Y X Y X Y ERROR ERROR
f tnm) (mm) tmml (mm) (mm) (mm) NORM NORM
I 25,37 57,89 25.29 57.98 24.31 56.80 0.1204 1.5133
2 15,60 60.52 15.56 60.58 14.60 59.32 0.0721 1.5609
J 2.65 54.70 2.64 54.73 1.94 53.53 0.0316 1.3680
,
-(1.70 43.00 -6.69 43.01 -7.09 41.98 0.0141 1.0927
5 -8.74 30.52 -8.73 30.53 -8.87 29.72 0 1)141 0.8104
I,
-3.45 22.79 -3.47 22.82 ..3.47 22.20 0.0360 0.5903
1 6.51 23.69 6." 23.72 6." 23.19 0.0761 0.5048
8 17.70 33.59 17.59 33.64 17,38 32.98 0.1208 0.6888
9 25.S!! 47.53 25.77 47.61 25,P 46.65 0.1360 1.1627
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3.3.2 Four-bar function generator
known (Wilson et aI., 1983) and then for e ig ht lnee i~ i(ln pl'illls The plw isi'"1 points \,
were calculated by using Chebyshev spacing.,IS follows:
where
n = number of precision p oints
a = (l80/ n) degrees.
The linear relationship between 0 and x is given hy
~(x - x"J
a'
Similarly. W~ also have
- I .! .
tJ.7J
Figure 3.2 A Four- Bar Function Generator
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was 10 find the necessary link para meters (I ..". L1• ( -: . L,) which would y ield accu rate
values oil rhus e precision points selectcu hy us ing EI./.(3 ,5}.














The mclhuu consis ted of the following steps:
(3 ,8)
/3.9)
I. Select three arbitrary values of xj and a set of values for the link lengths.
_. Obtain OJ corresponding to x, using Eq.(3.6).
TABL E 3,3: U:-\K L.E;,,\GT HS FOR TilE FU~CTl0X·(a:NEIUTOR ;\!E CI1,\NlS:\1 -
THRE E PR ECISIO:"i I'OI:\ 'TS
LINKS EXACT IJ '-NElIIHl
SO U ITION ' METIIOD
L" (nu n) 50.80 50 .MO
L, (mm) 264. 16 263.83
t, (m m) 65.76 65.43
L, (mm) 255.52 255.78
.. Refe r Wilson ct at. (19831
TABLE 3 .4 : CO~IPARISON OF Y VAL UES (TIIEOImTICAI . ANIl I..I'·NI·;LIRO
METHOD) • THR EE PRECISION IJOINTS
x y," y, 'X, ERROR
(THEO.) (LIl-NEUROl IU' -NEUROj
= ( y," - y~, )/ y oi ~ UK)
1. ()() 1.000 0. 999 O.HX)
2.00 2.828 2,82R II.DO()
.1.00 5.196 5 .195 (J.(J1<J
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TAnu; .\.5 : L1~K I.K ....GTIIS I'OR THE fl)~CTIO.\'-GENERATOR MECHANIS:\I •





L, (m m ) 230.50
I~ (mm) 56.642
L, (mill) 222 .50
TABLE .U: COM PARISON OF )' VALUES (THEOR ETICAL AND L.I'·N EURO
M ETHOIJ) • EIGIIT PR ECI SION POINTS
NO. x Y. Y" % ERROR(T HEO.) (LP-NEURO) (LP ·NEURO)
= (Y'h-Ylp)/ y~ *100
I 1.019 1.029 1.029 0.00 0
, 1.169 1.264 1.261 0.237
) 1,445 1.737 1.715 1.266
, 1.805 2.425 2.368 2.3 50
; :!. 195 3.252 3. 170 2.52 1
(, 2.555 4 .084 4.011 1.8 11
7 :!.83 1 4 .763 4.719 0.923
, :!.98 1 5. 144 5.122 0.427
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3 . Solve for 0; cornr:.,[J" l1dilli= (I' 0. u s i n~ J isl' l;ll:('UWlll ;1ll ; i1~ _' 1 ' 1'1',I I.'m' b;lf
mechanism.
~ . OO\;Iiny, lI ~ i ng Eq.I:'-.?)
T he results uhtaineu for Ihe link Ienj!lhs of fI1l1 r·h; lf funcli\lll gcncrmor 1',1( the
three and eight precision points arc givcu ill Table s J.J hI J.h . Table s J..l and .U, , h"w
the errors in y values in function gcncrntors. It is quilt:cle ar fnJ111 these tntiles . thaI 11K'
neura l network can he:successfully used 10design tuncuon gcncnuors. (lilly lhc 1.1"11('11 1'\ '
method was used here because it yielded better re.'ll ll~ than the Ill' mctlaul earl ier .
3.4 Conclusions
The present work deals with the usc of new techniques in the suhniun uf dl' s i~ll
problem s of diff e rent mechanisms. T he set of weigJ1ts which eslahlishc.' me linear
relationship were obtained using two non-linear methods. Based on the wurk in this
chapter the following conclusions can he drawn:
1. The tp-ncuec method yields better results than the BP method.
2. One can successfully use the neural network technique 10 solve the
mechanism design problems.
Chapter 4
Neural Network Control in Robotics
4. 1 Introduction
Much effor t has been devoted to develop efficient procedures for real-rim e
computationof manipulatordynamicequations. Recursive algorithms like Newton-Euler
algorithm arc nnw being used to achieve substantial improvement in terms of
l:OmpUI,llional emctcncy. In inverse dynamic calculations, the join! accelcrauons are
affect ed not nnl y by the computed torques but abo by the d isturbances such as Coulo mh
and viscous friction and modelling CHOn.. The dynamic equations of a robotic
nuuupularor form a complex. non-linear multivariable system. Computations arc done
"I each poin t along the trajectory. wtuch in turn reduce the over~ lI speed of the
muvcmentof the manipulator .
III this chapter , an effort has been made to improve rhe computa tio nal need . by
pro viuing the gain parameters requ ired 10 corurol thc desire d trajectory of a simp le planar
two-link manip ulator using neur al networks. Lea rning is based on input parameters Iikc
pos itiunal parumcrcrs {O}, ermr in pos ition values {e}. error in joi nt velocit y values {ell
CIC . A set of gain parame ters namely pos ition gai n values kp and velocity gain values k,
is identifi ed us ing the lP-neuro method . Then the weights obtained arc used in the on-
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4.2 Trajectory Control
An independent Propo rtiunal-P lus- Dcriv.uivc ( I'D) CU1l1rul ~dICIllC is used 10 '
contro l tht:, move ment of the m.uupularor . While: I'D schemes arc adequate in m" .sl
control applications. there is ovcrshoonng i.c. the cnd-crfccror couto [!ll hCY"Ill[ tilv
specified position before actually settling JIIW Il . O\'c rsh\lo :i ll~ is l!ui ll' t1mlcsirab!L' .
because in order to eliminate overshooting. an mtcgrator is used which imroduccx
damping and ca uses the end-effector 10 move slowly through a number Ilf imcrmcdi.uc
set po ints . thus consider ably delaying the completion of the task , and the quafuy "I' the
displacement etc. The controller ucsign \:;10 thus ht.'C0111C more sophixticmcd 011 :1I.CIIIIIlI
of the involvem ent of non-linear system dynamics .
4.2.1 Inverse Dynamics of an-Link Manipulator
The dy namic eq uat ion of a ll n-li nk man ipu lator in mat rix rorrn is wrincu as
IT } " (M(9)1 / 81 t I V(8 ,8) ! t/ GlBJI 14.1 1
where
[M(6)J is the mass ma tr ix
{Vee,s)} is the vector co ntaini ng centnfugul and co riolis te rms
{G(S )} is the vecto r co ntain ing gravity te rms






These cqumions an: der ived using the Newton-Euler algorithm (shown in Table 2.21
h<1~"tl on tbe fullowing assumptions :
I . All mal'S exists as a poln r mass at the tlisla l end of the link.
2. locrt i;11 tensor wnnen at I~ center of mass for each link is me zero matrix.
J . TIIen: arc no forces aCling on the end-effec tor.
The idea (If inverse dynamics is 10 seck a non-linear feedback control law
t = fie,S), (4 .5)
which when suhslilUtcd in E4.(4. 1). results in a linear closed loop system. It is quite
difficul t or impossible 10 find contro l parameters for general non-linear systems. Since
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of {OJ m::nliol1l."\I:"01.1\'1,:. i~ used. This i~ Jiscu~scJ !;1I.:r ill s<'-.:Ii.lll 4..' . 1.
4.3 Evaluation of Gain Parameters for Trajectory
Control
In a PO contro l scheme. the IOrl.IUC equation is given hy
{e} = {OJI+I>! - !O...,;
From Fig. 4 , I. the following observanons can he drawn:
\4 ,7)
I. TIle kinematic paramelers with me suhsc ript Ii represent Ihe dcsin:d values I 'll
the trajectory. These values arc computed based un Tahle 2.2. The ..ul1scripl tl refers III
the actual values of the kinematic parameters oOla ilK.'lI hy !illiving jhe ClIlItWl l'qUilliul"
which involve the finite difference scheme and the rclcvam equations arc EI.I.14.HJI.I4 .11J
and (4. 12) mentioned in Section 4.3 .1 .
2. It should he noted that the desired values using Tnhle2.2 cnn he I:llrnputl:lJ ul]-
line based o n the trajectory planning. On the other hand, the actual values lind theemu' s
etc.• have to be computed on-line. One should try \II minimize the on-line cumpuuuhmv
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o DESIRED TRAJECTORY
X AcruAL TRAJE CTORY
0.(1+:1),0.0+ 3)
0. (1+ 2), 0. (1+2)
t'igurl! "'.1 Specificlll iollSorthe Desired and the Actual Traj ectory
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position gain /;.1'and \"dm:ily guin k, values rcxpcctivcly. ~ la ll1": I1 Ulil:a ll ~·. lIl\'Y;11'1.' wrun-n
'I"~ " ~ 0 I[K) " 0 r.. und I"'.,' "I1"" ,.1 - (I k,.:
The use of a sing le value respectively Ior the ennre trajectory for 1.:/' ;llll k, milY
not he able to produce torque s til follow the des ired trajectory. TIll: trajector y cOlllrlll cau
be achieved by evaluating the set of gain parameter." for thc entire trajechlry lI Si ll~ 111 111
linear optimiz at ion method (the optimal cuntml mcthnd ) as desi: ritll.'d in the Seclion 4 .:1. I
011 a point by point has is . This requires the gai n values Itl he urrrcrcm fut' each point
along the trajector y of the manipulator. The objective Ill' lhe opli lllill contrnt is h I
min imize the erro rs in j o int positions und joint velocit ies betwe en the actua l valucx ;md
the desired va lues, based on the ga in vnriahles [~I ;IIlU[K.I 'IS discussed below .
4,3.1 . Evaluarlcn of Gain Values Using Non-Linear Uptlmizatien
Method
A simple planar two-link manipulator having two revo lute jo ints shown in Fig .2.9
was con sidered. T he trajectory ir..'olvcd with associated velocity profile an: shown ill
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Table 4.1 Various Pa rameters used Icr the Trajectory Control
Link I I Link 2
LinkLengths (m) 0.3 I 0.2
Mas (kg) 4.0 I 3.0
Radius of theCircle (m) 0.05
Maximum TangentialVelocity 0. 15
v.. (m/s)
Initial PositionGain Values k" • 100.5: k, • 200. 10:
Initial Velocity Gain Values k., • 50.6: k." • 80.8:
Step value in time,.6.t (5) 0.01
Initial Position (rod) 6 1 = 1.1469; 8 J = -0.922 8;
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m·
with 0. 15 mls lSIJ\;!t= 111 to C and then J...-cdl:r:IIl' S to ll'rtl speed at Il I Slag~' li n . Th~'
The various steps involved {shown in FigA .6) arc;
I . NOll' the link parameters like lenglhs. mass ell:.. tre fer III Table 4 .1>.
., Calculate the coordinates of the dl".os ircd circul ar l r.aj~-c ltlr)' us ing tshowu in
F ig.2 .22 with the spectncettons 0 1 ." 45" .0; = 0": r :: 0.05 111 1a single variable IT . The
transfo rmation matr ices used were:
["""" -""", ' 0 '] ["""" -''''''''' ))''] [""'''' '''''''''' ''' ''j \' 1~inC6 1 1 ~,,-<8 1 ) 0 0 ''''402' ~'''I~2 ) U U , "~ "l ~"'l ,., u n uo 0 0 11 0 U I II II II I u II
o 0 u l II n II I II II u I I
(4.91
3. Calculate the joint parame ters such as (oJn) :mJ the juint velocity vec tor
(9 4(t)) and jo int acceleration (e{l) } for tbe dl".'Sin."\Itr:Jjr.:Clliry using Eqs. (2 .23 >3 1k.l (2.511
(c orresponding 10 each point on the veloci ty pro filct. It can he dune "r. bu. N"le
the inilial jo int pcslno n (8.Ct=O)} and joint veloc ities ( O.H ~O)} Il l' the mauipelator, ;llId
co mpute {e} and {e} (shown in Figs. 4 .7 anr.! 4 .8 ) tnc"llinnr.."\1 in Eq .14 .7).
4. Compute the torque {rJ based on the error in joint pusitiu ll {c } ;mJ juin l
velocity Ie} using the Eq.(4 .7 ). Substitute the torque in the dynamic equation. Eq .14." J.
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5. Having calculated the joint accelerations. numerically illt e.\! ra l~' forward in sleps
of lime ~t and obtain {8. ,(l+l l} and {8.,1l+ I)} using Ncwmnrk-d scheme . rhe eqll:lIh' ns
involved are:
where a and f3 are known constants (0 "" 0.5 ami (3 "" U.OUl were used ill the nrcscm
problem). The calculatio n of S'(l + I) involves the following .~I L' [1s:
(a) Write an equation similar 10 Eq.(4. 10) where the subscript (/ is replaced hy ,/
at time t +1 . This can be mathematically expre ssed as:




The computation of {S'(t+ I)} involves the quantities known :11 Ihis step. There is uu
iteration required here.
6. The gain values arc evaluated using non-linear uptlmizatinnroutine tha t would
' 03
nnnimizc 10.(\+ 1) - Oit +I ) ~ anti 110,0+ :) - (\0+ 1)11 . Ob ta in IK"I and IK,I using




n{X}1 ~ {S}I >!I - Sp>! )}' • {e p .'1 - e .,(I.11)' (4.161
The objecti ve funct ion can he mathema ticall y wr itten as
(4 . 17)
where {X] is the design vector and
k ccnstruints ure represented as gl;and
lI i!!l) is the Heuvysideunit step function defined so that
H(g,> = o for gk < 0 (4.181
In 1.l\.{4.17 ). p. arc large penalty constants whic h are positive because the present
proble m is u minimi zatio n problem. Next . one need s 10 sol ve for the minimum of
llllX I) usi ng the Hookcs and reeves method and the step-by-step procedure for a des ign
vector IX} having It component s is mentioned below :
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{Xl • x, (-I .I 'l )
and choose cx.. i = 1,1, . ..11as step lcugtns in each Il f the coordinate dirCCli, ltlS
u,. i ::::I .2.
(i i) Set tempor ary base point {Y~ .,, } '" { X ~ }
(i ii) Start the exploratory move by perturhing o ne dcsi~1l vnnnblc OI l a lime ill
order to find the Improved value of ti ll: objective tuucthm. ScI:
{y.) (Y,., J + u t, {IIJ if U' + U({Y' J 11 ' .:lx , I I/,})
-c U ~ (J({l ', ., I I I
{YI". I} - J,x,{u,} if U ~ U({Y1., If - A.\,{II,ll
If,) '" < U ~ l/({YI., .}J
< U' '- UHf,., 11+.::lx,{/I,ll
In this way, a ll the design variables .~" arc perturbed and the impruved Jlmiti cm
{Yk,n} found.
(iv) I f the point {Y.,..} is nordifferent from IX,}. reduce the step lengths a X,; set
i = 1 and go to step (Hil , If {Yl.o,} is different from {Xd ubuin the new ha_~c
point as
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(VI Find the pattern direction {S} using
{.I} • {X,.,I - {X,}




Find ~.. , the optimum step length in the d irection {S} and use x' in fAj.(4.13).
(vi) Set k = k -el , U, = U({Y11I}) and i = I; repea t step (ii\). If at (he end of
step (iii), U({YI.nll < U(XI) use the new base point as {XI• l } = {Y•.n} and go
to step (v) . If uqYI ," }) > = V({ X', }), set {X.. r} = {X.} and reduce step
lengths: set k = k+ 1 and go to step (ii~
(vii) The process is terminated i f the step lengths become less than f, a very small
quantity .
Tle sc gain values when substituted in Eq.(4 .7) would result in the desired torque.
The SWp.i 3 10 6 were repeated for the entire trajectory and a set of gain values was
obmincd. 111C objectiv e here was 10 have the posit ion co ntro l primarily. The results in
FigA .2 show 111m this object ive was realized very well. The gain values for this
trajectory arc shown in Figs. 4. 9 and 4.10 and the gain value s change quite sig nificantly
along the trajectory . Thi s is because the matrices l tvt\6n. {Vee,e)} etc. . undergo
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4.4 Neural Networks in Trajectory Control of Two-Lin I,
Manipulators
Neural network method has been widely used ;111Il:111Y nll1lrnl app licali,llIs 1.1'
neurc method was found to he very ettccrivc in the mcchanicnldcxlgn prnhkms which
was discussed in Chapter 3. It would be quill,'beneficial III have :1 wcighr I1Mlr i .\ which
relates the input vector
and the output vector
\ ·I..~ S I
Several sets of {I} and (OJ can be comp uted 1";,. starlin&:wi th d ilfc rc llI in itial conditions.
but the same trajectory as shuwn in Figs. -1.2and 4.J. Then the weight matnx lWI com
be obtained from these sets of {I} and {O} in accnrd:lllccwith Ihe dcscrtpuons ill Chapll·!
2. The problem of trajectory control compunuioually becomes a lot simpler now with
the known weights IWI. TIlesteps involvedin obtniuing the weight nuurtx as shown ill
Fig A.[1 are as follows:
S!.!al..L. Let the end-e ffec to r be nt some initial position hav i ll~ coonlillalcs ell, )'1
~ Use non-linear optimization me thod to eval uate ga in values otf-fiuc Il ll
diffe rent trajectories.
~ Note the input and nurpinparameters flir various rrejccrorlcs.
~ Compute [WI using the Lp-ncuro method.
~ Use [Wl on-line 10 evaluate the gain values Ik~l ' kl'l etc , ) :l~ shown in





Figur e -l. Ll FloII' Chart - Evaluation of Weighl Mltlr ix IWJ Icr Trajectory Cont rol
UsillJ!: LP·Ncuro Method
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Figure 4.12 Comparison or Gainvalu es (a) k ~1 and (II) k~ (jbtal ned Using Non-Linear
Optimization Method and LP-l"curo ~fcthod
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The results corresponding to the steps mentioned above. curried OUI for the uujcctory Ilf
a two-link manipulator, are shown in Fig . 4.14 . These results clearly show the
applicability of neural network method for on- line control of rohotfc lllilllipulalufs.
4.5 Conclusions
Based on this work, the following conclusions can he drawn:
1. The nun-linear control method yields accu rate results.
2. LP· neuro method yields sufficiently accurate weight matrices fo r on-hne
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In this work, at first a new neuralnetwork learning algorithm called"IC Lp-Neum
method for obtaining the weights was developed. The problems in the llcsign of
mechanisms were solved using this method and the backpropngntlon method . Ancr this,
the gain values were obtai ned by optima l contro l technique ill the C<lse 0 1" rulunic
manipulators. These gain values were then used to compute the weights for the on-tine
control problems.
5.1 Conclusions
Based on this work, the following conclus ions can he drawn:
I. Neural ne twork method can be used in the velocity aJllllysis of mhllllc
manipulators ncar singular conrtguraucns. by cSl:1hlishing a mathematical
relationship between the angular velocity and C<Lflc.sian velocity vectors.
2. In the inverse velocityanalysis near singular conflgurntlonx, theneural network
method yielded more accurate results than the DLS method.
3. The neural network method established relationship over ,I segment of 01
trajectory rather than a point as in the case uf the DL~ method,
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..\. 1\ new algori thm called r.r-neuro method was developed in which clements of
the weight matrix were formulated as the unknown variables of the LP problem.
5. The usc of Ll--neuto method resulted in faster convergence as compared to BP
mcthod in all cases.
6. One can successfully usc the neural network technique to solve the
mechanis m design problems.
7. The non-linear optimization method was found successful in evaluating the set
uf gain values for the manipulator to follow the desired trajectory.
H. l.Pvncuro method can be used to evalua te ure weight matrix [WJ that can be
IISed in the on-l ine control of robot ic manipulators.
5.2 Future Recmnmendations of the Work
Future research work can be pursued on the following topics:
I. LI'· IlCllW method can be extended to many applications in the on-l ine contro l
(If robotic manipulators.
1. Efficient techniques like Knrmarkars algorithm can be applied in Unea r
Programm ing for faster convergence for problems involving large number o f
design var iables.
J. It may be possible that the Opti mal Control Method can be used in the on-line
control of manipulators having more degrees of freedom if computations arc done
\111 parallel processors.
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-' . The neural n~l\nlr\.: 1l\~llwll ~';1Il alSf,l be lIS1"t hI .';' lh' ~· pnlhk lllS i llnlh' i n~
friction and other uaccrtainitics in the Ir.lj"''l:h1ri.:s of h l(lIl1 i...• l11;lIli l)lll:J " .r~ .
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Appendix A: Program Listings
tA li programs are -vriucn hy the authllr)
A.1 Vclecity Anal)'sis ncar Si ll ~ llhl r Points
The Damped Least squares method, Psucdo.tnvcrsc mctluul ;l1 C ill1plcllll"llll'd in
the velocity analysis in this section. The input ami liutpul lrainillg \'1,.'\:11\15 arc 1l1l1;li1lCd
a nd the backpr opagation a lgorithm is used In trnin the neura l network . The allalysis arc
carr ied ou t for a pla nar two- link manipulator (A . I . I} as well ;IS I' l JI\l A-;'i60 numipularur
(A. I .::! ),
A.2 Accelera tion Analysis of II Two-Li nk l\lanillu!;l!nr
Acceleration analy s ts of 11 two-Imk manip ulator a rc carried nul aml 1111; neural
network using backpropagauon and Lp-ncuro Illclhllli arc USCtl W train the network . The
program Le-N eur c automancully fo rms coefficient matrix [1\1 :IS wdl as the uhjcctivc
function according to Eq,(2 .42) .
"\ .3 Torqu e Analysis of II Two- Lin k l\l:lI1ipulalur
Torque analy si s is carried nut llsing Lp-neuro method as wellus had ,]lfIlp'I).mtillll
method.
A.4 Nine-point Path Problem
LP-neuromethod is used In train the network to dcsigu the tour-harmechanism
based on several mput-output tmining puuern.
A.5 Design of Four -Dar Function Gener ator
LP-neuro algorithm is agllin used to train the network to lb ign n tour-bar
function generator.
A.6 Truj ccrory control of :.I Two-Link Manipuhltor
Variable gainvalues arc obtained using a non-linear llptimil.llion routine and 1.1' .
neuro method is used to pred ict gain values based lin cr mr histury ill positill ll and juiut
velocity . The weight matrix is used on-lin e to identify gain v'llues '11r the required
trajectory,
In general OPTIVAR - upumizatinn library routine in (SicJda l!. 19H2) is widely
used fur linear programming and non-linear llptimiz<l tion meusxrs.
A,I VEWCITY ANALYSIS NEAR SINGU LAR POINTNS
~ FOLLOWING ARE THE LIST OF FORTRAN CODES USED:
THESE CODES DO NOT BELONG TO A SINGLE FORTRAN
PROGRAM.
A.....L.l.. Case J. A Planar T wo=link Manjpllialor
Step I: Find the necessary cartesian coordinates, joint
displacements, joint velocities of the desired trajectory .
Step 2: Prepare a database of input and output vector
and train the neural network restraining the
maximum joint velocity.
Step 3: Compare the jo int velocity values obtained
by the neural network method with the joint velocities








-·· ·------ ···- ··-- ·-- -· PROTZ.FOR-------·· · · -----·· · ·-·
TO FIND THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF TH E
DESIRED TRAJECTORY
STRAIGHT LINE PART OF THE TRAJECTORY
1WO D.O.F - PLANAR lWO LINK MANIPULATOR
IMPLICIT REAL· S(A-H,O-Z)
INTRINSIC DATAN20,DCOSD,DSIND
DIMENSION R(3,3),XP(3),X (3),DT(3), VDT(3)
OPEN(I , FILE"" 'PROT2.DAT' , STATUS "" 'OLD')
OPEN(2, FILE = ' XY.MAT ', STATUS = ' NEW' )
OPEN(3 , FILE"" 'VEL. MAT', STATUS = ' NEW' )
OPEN(4, FILE"" 'PH LMAT', STATUS = 'NEW' )
OPEN(5 , FILE "" 'SLOPE.MAT' , STATUS = ' NEW')








XO = 0.53000 .. DCOSO(ORANG)
YO = 0.53000 • DSIND(ORANG)
. ....... ..... ... . .........* .
DO 110 NO = I,ITER
A,1
R(I .ll = OCOSO(ORANG)
RO,l) = -DSIND(ORANG)




R(3. I) - 0.000
R(3.2) =0.000
R(3,3) - 1.000
XP(I ) = (RAmUS - STAR2)
XP(1) = 0.000
XP(3) - 1.000




WRITE(2. ' )X(I ),X(2)
C ..
OT(I ) = VEL
OT(2) - 0.000
OT(3) = 0.000
CALL RMATVEC(R ,DT ,VDT)
WRlTE(3,')VOT(I ),VOT(2)
DO 120 [ = 1,3
XP(I) = 0.000
X(1) = 0.000
DO 120 1 c 1,3
RO) = 0.000
120 COflITlNUE

















C -----· --· · · ··--· · ·-·------PROT I.FOR··· ·· ·· ·· · · ·· ·· · · ·· ••••
C TO FIND THE CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE
C DESIRED TRAJECTORY
C ARC PART OF THE PROJECTORY
C TWO D.O. F - PLANAR TWO LINK MANIPULATOR
IMPLICIT REAL"S(A·H, o- Z)
INTRINSIC DATAN2D,DCOSD,DSIND
DIMENSION R(3,3),XP(3),X(3) ,DT(3),VDT(3)
OPEN(I , FILE;: 'PROT I. DAT' ,STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(2, FILE = ' XY.MAT', STATUS '"' 'NEW')
OPEN(3, FILE = 'VEL. MAT' , STATUS = 'NEW' )
OPEN(4, FILE "'" 'PHI,MAT ', STATUS "" 'NEW' )
OPEN(S, FILE = 'SLOPE.MAT ', STATUS = 'NEW ')
O PEN(6, FILE = 'PFDIST .MAT', STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(?, FILE = 'D1ST.MAT', STATUS = 'NEW')
C ..






READ(I , ·)STEP I
READ(6,·) PFD
XO = 0.53000 • DCOSD(ORANG)
YO = 0 .530DO.. DSIND(ORANG)
C .





R(2,2 ) = DCOSD(ORANG)
R(2,3) = YO
R(3, 1) = 0.000
R(3,2) = 0.000
R(3.3) = 1.0DO
XP(I) = RADIUS · DCOSD(STARI)
XP(2) = RADIUS· DSIND(STARI)
XP(3) = 1.0DO
A.4






PR2 = -XP( I)
ANG = OATAN 2D(PR2,PRI)
C " * ..
WRITE(S,· )ANG
OT(1) = vEL • DCOSO(A NG)
DT(2) ... VEL " DSiND(ANG)
DT(3) = 0 .00 0
CALL RMATVEC(R,DT,VOn
WRIT E(3,-ivorru,VDT(2)
0 0 201 = 1,3
XP(I) = 0 .000
X(I) = 0.000
00201=1 .3
P~I, J) = O.ODO
20 CONT INUE
STARt = STAR I + STEP I
10 CONT INUEC ·······..····......·..·······......··..··..····....··
STOP
END
C · ---· --· ------------ANGFIND.FOR···-·----------------
C TO FIND TH E JOINT DISPLACEMENTS
C FOR A TWO OOF PLANAR MAN IPULATO R
IMPUCIT REAL* 8(A-H .O-Z)
INTRINSIC OATAN20
OPEN(l , FILE = ' ANGFI ND. DAT' , STATUS = 'OL D' )
OPEN(2 , FIL E = 'XY.MAT' , STATUS = 'OL D')
OPEN(3, FILE "" 'THETA .MAT', STATUS = 'NEW')
OPEN(4, FIL E = 'ANOTHETA.MA T' ,STATUS = 'NE W' )
C · •• ..• ..•• • • • • ..••• • • • ••• ..•• • ..•
READ(I,*)RLI,RL2
READ( I, *)ITER
DO 10 NO "" I,ITER
READ(2,")XD , YO
T "" O.ODO
RJ = 2 . " YO " RLi
RI = 2... XO • RLI
A.S
RK = YO'"YO + XO'"XO + RLI'"RLI • RL2'"RL2
T = (RJ*RJ) + (RI * RI) - (RK*RK)
ALPHAl = DATAN2D(RI,RI)+DATAN2D(DSQRT(1) ,RK)
ALPHA2 = DATAN2D(RI,RI)+DATAN2D(·OSQRT(J),RK)
BETA I '" DATAN2D«YO-RL I*DSIND(ALPHAl»,
% (XO-RLI *DCOSD(ALPHAl»)-ALPHA I
BETA2 = DATAN2D«YO·RLl*DSINO(ALPHA2» ,
% (XO·RLI *OCOSD(ALPHA2»)·ALPHA2







C _···_-_·· _· ·· ·· ·· · ·_··TDTFIND.FOR·· · ·· -_··· ·_·_··_·· ·
C TO FIND JOINT VELOCITY




OPEN(I, FILE = 'TDTFIND.DAT' , STATUS = ' OLD' )
OPEN(2, FILE = 'THETA.MAT' , STATUS = 'OLD ')
OPEN(3 , FILE = ' VEL.MAT' , STATUS = 'OLD' )
OPEN(4, FILE = ' DETER.MAT', STATUS = ' NEW')
OPEN(5, FILE = 'THETADT .MAT ' , STATUS = 'NEW')
OPEN(6, FILE = 'JACOBIAN.MAT' , STATUS = 'NEW')
C *•••***• • • • •*•••••••••••• • **••••*••••••*•• •*• • • • *• •*
REAo ( I,*)R LI,RL 2
REAO(I ,*)IT ER
DO 10 NO = 1,ITER
READ(2 ,*)THETA(t ),THEYA(2)
READ(3 , · )VEL( I),VEL(2)
RJ(I , I) = -RLl · DS1ND(THETA(I» - RU·DSIND(THETA(l) +
• THETA(2))
RJ(l ,2) = ·RL2·DSIND (THETA(l ) + THETA(2»
RJ(2,l) = RLI·DCOSD(THETA( l» + RU·DCOSD(THETA(I) +
THETA(2» .
RI(2,2) = RU·DCOSD(THETA(l) + THETA(2»
DO 15 II = 1,2
WRITE(6 , ')(RJO I,JJ) ,JJ =I,2)
15 COI'ITINUE
DETE R "" RLl·RL2*DSI ND(fHETA(2))
A.6
WRITE(4,* )DETER
RJINV(I, I) = RJ(2,2)/DETER
RJINV(l ,2) = ·RJ(l ,2)/DETER
RJINV(2,1) = ·RJ(2,1)/DETER
RlINV(2,2) = RI( I,I) IDETER
CALL RM ATVEC(RJ1NV,VEL,TDOT)
WRlTE(S, ')TDOT(I) ,TDOT(2)
00 20 1= 1,2
VEL(l) = 0.000
THETA(I) = 0.000
TDOTQ) = 0.0" 0
00 301 :c 1.2
RI(I,J) = 0.000







C TO FIND THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM '1F JOINT VELOCITIES
IMPLIC IT REAL"'8(A·H.0·Z)
DIMENSION TDOTl(I OO) ,TDOT2(IOO)
OPEN(t, FtLE= 'THETADT.MAT', STATUS= 'OLD')
OPEN(2. FILE= 'SOOT.MAT', STATUS= 'NEW')
READ("',* )NO
DO 10 I = I, NO
READ(I ,')TDOTI(I),TDOT2(I)
10 CONTINUE
CALL M INMAX(fDOTI ,SMALLl,PLARGEI ,NO)
CALL MINMAX(TD0T2,SMALL2,PLARGE2,NO)
D0201 = I,NO
SOOT! = (fDOT IQ) - SMALLI)I(PLARGEI - SMALLI)
SDQT2 = (TD0T2(I) . SMALL2)/(PLARGE2 . SM ALL2)








C INITIALIZ E TH E SMALLEST AND LARGEST AS THE FIRST ENTRY
SMALL"" A(I )
PLARGE := A(I)
C SE ARCH THE REST OF THE ARRAY FOR BETTER VALUES
DO 100 I = 2,NO
IF(A(I).LT .SMALL) TH EN
SMALL = A(I)
ELSE

















VELOCITY ANALYSIS OF TWO-LINK MAN1PULATOR
IMPU CIT REAL·S(A ·H ,o-Z)
INTRINSIC OEXP
DIM ENSION V(20,20),W(20 ,20)
DIM ENSION XDOT(l OO), YDOT{100),ZDOT( 100)
DIMENSION TDOTI(IOO) ,TD0T2(lOO),TDOT3(lOO)






OPEN (I, FILE= 'NURA L.DAT' , STAT US= 'O LD')
OP EN(3, FILE = 'VEL.MAT', STATUS= 'OLD')
OPEN(4 , FILE= 'ALPHA .MAT', STATUS = 'NEW' )
OPEN(5 , FILE = 'BETA .MAT' , ST ATUS='NEW' )
..................................................




ENTER NO, OF INPUT TRAINING OATAS
A.8
READ(l,·)NODATA
C ENTER NO. OF ITERATIONS
READ(I,·)ITER
C ENTERTHE LEARNING RATE
READ( I, ·)ETA
c·· ·..· "' ..· • ·..· · · ·..·· ...
C READ THE TRAINING INPUTVALUES & THEIRCORRESPONDING
C OUTPUT VALUES
DO 10 I = 1,NODATA
READ(2,"')TDOTl(l), TD0T2(I)
READ(3,"')XDOT(I),YOOT(l)
FTDOTI(I) = (1.000 /(1.000 + DEXP(-TOOTI(I»»
FrDOTIO) ~ (1.0DO/( 1.000 + DEXP( ·TD0T2(I»)))
10 CONTINUE
C "' "'•• '"
C RANDOMNUMBER GENERATION FORINITIAL INPUT AND
C OUTPUT WEIGHT MATRICES
C "' .
C SEED FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
ISEED "" 23148
JSEED = 32124
DO 20 I = l,MIDNO
DO 20J = 1,INNO
RV == RAN(ISEED)·2 .0DO- \ .00 0
V(I,J) == RV
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 1 ~ I ,NOUTNO
DO 30 J "" I,MIDNO
RW ~ RAN(jSEED )"2,ODO· 1.0DO
30 CONTINUEC········.."·········,,·.... ·,,.. .. ····....·.. ..·.. ··· .. .. ..·.... ··· ..·
C TRAININGSTARTSHERE
C .."''''.'''.'''••'''. ''''''•••••••• • ''' "••''' .
DO 40 NO "" I.ITERC··"'··· ...·····,,············...··...·...•···... ... ...·.....··..••···
DO 50 KD "" t ,NODATA
RI( I) = XDOT(KD)
RI(2) = YDOT(KD)
DO 60 KR == l ,MIONO
RM(KR) = O.ODO
DO 70 KP = l ,lNN O
RM(KR) "" RM(KR)+ V(KR,KP)· RI(KP)
70 CONTINUE
FRM( KR) = (1.000/(1.0D O + DEXP(- RM(KR))))
A ,9
FRMD(KR) = FRM(KR)"(1.0DO- FRM(KR»)
60 CONT INUE
DO 80 KR = I,NOUTNO
RO(KR) = 0. 00 0
DO 90 KP = I,MIO NO
RO(KR) = RO(KR) + W(KR,KP)"'FRM (KP)
90 CONT INUE
FRO(KR) ~ (1.000/(1.000 + OEXP(-RO(KR»»
FROO(KR) ~ FRO(KR)·(1.000 - FRO(KR))
80 CONTINUE
C "'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''..'''''' '''''' '''•• ''' ''' '''** '''• ••''' ..
C ERROR UPDATE
C "'''' ''''''''' ''' '''''' ''' ''''''''' ''''''•• '''.''' •••••• '''•••
DO 100 I = I,MIONO
EMS() ;. 0 _000
100 CONTINUE
EOS( I) ~ FTOOTI (KO) - FRO( I)
EOS(2) = FTOOT2(KO) - FRO(2)
DO 110 IE = I,NOU TNO
DO 120 IE = I ,MIDNO
EMS(JE) ~ EMS(JE ) + EOS(IE)'FROO(IE) ' W (IE,IE)
120 CONTINUE
110 CONT INUE
C "' "' "' "'• •• • "' .
C WEIGHT UPD ATE
C "' "' "'''' ''' .
DO 200 fRT "" 1,NOUTNO
DO 210 IRT = I,MIDNO
W(IRT,JR1) = W(IRT ,IRT) + ETA"'EOS(IRT)""FROD(IRT)·FRM(JR1)
210 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 220 IRT = I,MIONO
DO 230 JRT = I, INNO
V(IRT,JR1) = V(IRT,JRT) + ETN'EMS(IRT)""FRMD(JR1)""RI(lR1)
230 CONTINUE
220 CONTINUE
C ·· • •..•• •..••• •••• ••
DO 300 I = I, MIn NO
RM(I) =0.000
00 310J = 1, INNO
RM(I) ~ RM(I) + V(I,I)'RI(I)
310 CONTINUE
FRM(I) ~ (1.000 /(1.000 + OEXP(-RM(I))))
300 CONTINUE
A. lO
DO 320 I "" I , NOUTNO
RO(I) "" 0.000
DO 330 J = I , MIONO









40 CONT INUEC······················..········..·············..·····C COMPARISON OF NEURAL AND ACTUAL OUTPUTC·············..··....·········..···..·..···..···..··..·..·.. ..
DO 500 IT = l,NODATA





c •••••••••···-·.-.-REBAK.FOR···· ········· ·· ·· ··· · ··
C TO FIND THE MAGNITUDE OF THE ERROR
IMPLICIT REAL "8(A·H ,O-Z)
DIMENSION TDOTI(IOO) ,TDOT2(IOO)
DIMENSION DTDOTI(I OO) ,DTDOT2(IOO)
OPEN(I, FILE= 'THETADT,MAT', STATUS ~ 'OLD' )
OPEN( 3, FILE= 'ALPHA .MAT" STATUS='OLO' )
OPEN(4, FILE= 'BETA .MAT, STAT US ",,'OLD' )
OPEN( 6, FILE = 'REBAK.MAT', STATUS""'NEW')
OPEN(?, FILE= 'RERR .MAT' , STATUS= 'NEW')
READ(·,")NO
DO 10 I = I , NO
REAO(I ,·)TDOTl(I),TDOT2(1)
READ(3,' )DTDOT I(I)
READ(4, · )DT DOT2(1)
(Q CONT INUE
CALL MINMAXffOOTI ,SMALLl ,PLARGE I,NO)
CALL MINMAX(TD Gf2,SMALLZ,PLARGE2 , NO)
0 0 20 1 = I, NO
soon = DT DOTI(I)" (PLARGEI • SMALLI) + SMALLI
S0 0 1'2 = OT DOT2(I)" (PLARGEZ • SMALL2) + SMALLZ
A.II
WIUTE(6, ·) SOOT 1,SDOTZ
C TO FIND OUT THE MAGNITUDE OF ERROR
UPP "" TOOT I(I) · SOOTl
VPP "" T00T2(I) - 50 0 1'2





-·· -·---· ·· _· ·· ·· ·PSUD.FOR·· ··· ·· ·····_-· ·--·· · ··






OFEN(l, FILE = 'JACOBIAN.MAT , STATUS = 'O LD')
OPEN(2, FILE ~ 'VEL.MAT" STATUS = 'OLD' )
OPEN(3, FILE = 'PSTETA.MAT' , STATUS = 'NEW')
WRITE(·, · r NO OF OATAS l '
READ(', ')ITER
DO 10 NO = I ,ITER
DO 20 1= I,NRA
READ(I, · )(A(I,J),} = I,NCA)
20 CONTINUE
READ(2,')V( I),V(2)
TOL = 10.0· AMACH(4)C············"'·····..··..·····················......·····C CALLING IMSL ROUTINE FOR PSUEDO·INVERSEC··············...·····...····························CALL DLSGRR(NRA,NCA,A,LDA,TOL,IRANK,AINV ,LDGINV)
CALL RMATVEC(AINV,V,PSll




C -------·-----· ·· · ···IYO.FOR-·----------. ·--------




OPEN(l, FILE = 'THETADT.MAT' , STATUS = ' OLD')
A.12
OPEN(2, FILE = ' RE BAK.MAT', STATUS = 'OLD' )
OPEN(5, F ILE = ' PSTETA. MAT' ,STATUS = 'OLD ' )
OPEN(3, FILE =' S NORM,MAT', STATUS ='NE W' )
OPEN(4, FILE = ' PHI.MAT' , STATUS = ' OLD')
WRITE(·,·)'ITERATIO NS i'
READ('", · )ITER
DO 10 NO = 1,ITER
READ(I.·)ALPHA(l ),BETA(I )
READ(2, ' )ALPHA(2), BETA(2)
READ(S, '")GAMMA(1),GAMMA(2)
READ(4,')PHI
TSQP '" DSQRT(ALPHA( I)·A LPHA(I ) + BETA(I)'"B ETA(I »
SQP = DSQRT(ALPHA(2)·ALPHA(2)+BETA(2)·BETA(2»





A..12 Case 2' puma -S6Q~
Step I: Find the neces sary cartesian coordinates , joint
displacements, joint velocities oi the desired trajectory .
Step 2: Prepare a datab ase of input and output vector
and train the neural network restraining the
maximum join t velocity.
Step 3: Compare the joint velocity values obtained
by the neural networ k method with the joint velocities
obtained by psuedo-inver se method and SVD calculation s.
C ••" " " ".". "''''•••••• ''' " " ..
IMPLICIT REAL' 8(A-H,O-Z)
OPEN(UNIT=l ,FILE= 'RANG ,MAT ' ,STATUS ='NEW')
WRlTE( ... ·)'NO. OF DATAS'
READ("',"')NO
WRITE(" ,·) 'INITI ALTHETA3 ?'
READ(", *)T3
WRITE(",·)'INCREME NTALTHETA3 i '
READ(*,·)DELT
T1 = 0.000







DO 10 1 '" I,NG
n = T3 + DELT




TO GENERATE CARTESIAN COORDINATES




DIMENSION TRA(4,4) ,P3(4),XYZ (4)
OPEN(UNIT ... I ,FILE = 'RANG.MAT' ,STATUS"" OLO')
OPEN(UNIT-2,FILE = 'PUM A.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD' )
OPEN(U NIT -3, FILE= 'COORD.MAT' ,STATUS='NEW ')
READ(2,·)A2,A3,D3,D4
WRITEC· , ·)'NO OF DATAS? '
READ(· , · )ITER
DO 10I "" I ,ITER
READ(I ,')T1,T2,TJ
CI = DCOSD(TI)
5 1 "" DSIND(TI)
C2 = DCOSOm >
52 = DSIND(T2)
C23 ... DCOSD(l'2+T3)
523 = DSIND(T2+T3 )
TRA(I , I) = c l ·en
TRA(I ,2) - -CI 'S2J
TRA(I,J) =-51
TRA(I,') =CI 'A 2'C2 - SI' DJ
TRA(2,1) - S , 'C2J
TRA(2,2) = -S. "'523
TRA(2,J) = CI







TRA(4.3) - 0 .000
A.l 4
TRA(4.4) ;; 1.00 0
' 3(1) ~ A3
P3(2) == 04
'3(3 ) = 0.000
'3(4 ) = 1.00 0






C A PRO GRAM FOR GEN E RATING THE CARTES IAN VELOCITIE.lii
C FOR A PUMA-560 MANIPULATOR
C .
IMPLICIT REAL"S(A·H.O·Z)
INTRINS IC OAT AN2D . DSIND.DCOSD
OPEN(UNIT== I. FILE= 'P UMA.DAT' .ST ATUS == 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT == 3.F1LE = ' PU MAVEL. MAT ' ,STAT US ;; ' NEW' )
OPEN(UNIT== 4.FlLE=='COORD. MAT .STATUS='OLD')
READ(I ,")A2,A3.D3,D4
WRITE(· ,· )'NO OF DAT AS ?'
READ (·, ·)NO
VELOCITY == 0.03DO




SLOP E == DAT AN2D(S Ll.SL2)
VX == VELOC IT Y · DCOSD(SLOPE)
VY = 0.0 00
VZ ==VELOCITY· DCO SD(270.0DO+ SLOP E)
WRITE (3,·)VX ,VY.VZ




C A PROGRAM FOR GENERATING THE CARTES IAN VEL OC ITI ES FOR
C A PUMA-560 MANIPUL AT OR
C ""
IMPLfCIT REAL "S(A- H,Q-Z)
A,15
INT RINSIC DATAN20 ,DSIND,DCOSD
DIMENSION RJ(3,3),VEL(3),THDT(3) ,R1INV(3,3)
DIMENSION FTHDT(3)
OPEN(UNIT= 1,FILE= ' PUMA.DAT ' ,STATUS ='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=2 ,FILE='RANG.MAT' ,STATUS='OLO')
QPEN(UNIT=3 ,FJLE= ' PUMAVEL.MAT' ,STATUS""'OL D')
OPEN(UNIT""S,FILE= 'TDOT .r tAT' ,STATUS"" 'NEW')
QPEN(UNIT=6 ,FILE= ' DETER.MAT',STATUS= 'NEW ')
READ( I,·)A2 ,A3,D3,D4
WRITE(· ,·)'NO OF DATAS r





C I = DCOSD(TI)
C2 : DCOSD(T2)
C23 = DCOSD(T2+T3)
523 = DSINO(T2+T3 )
RJ(I ,I) "" -A3"'SI"'C23 + D4"51·S23- A2·C2 "'Sl - D3"'Cl
1U(I,2) "" -A3"'C I·S23 - D4"'CI"'C23 - A2·S2"'C I
RJ(1,3) = -A3"'CI·S23 · 04·CI "'C23
RJ(2,1) = A3·Cl "'C23· D4·C I·S23 + A2·C2"'CI - 03"'51
R1(2,2) = -A3"'SI·523 - 04 ·S1·C23 · A2"'52·SI
R1(2,3) = -A3"'5 1· 523 · D4·SI·C23
RJ(3, I ) = 0.000
1U(3,2) = -A3·C2 3 + D4"'S23 • A2"C2
RJ(3,3) "" -A3"'C23 + 04 ·S23
C "' "' "'.."' "' "'''' ''' .
C COMPUTE THE DETERMINANT OF JACOBIAN
C "'. "' "' "' .
XTI : RJ(2,2)'RJ(3 ,3) • RJ(3,2)'RJ(2,3)
XTI : RJ(2,1)·RJ (3,3) · RJ(3, 1)'RJ(2, 3)
XT3 : RJ(2,WRJ(3,2)· RJ(3,1)'RJ(2,2)
DETER: RJ(I,I) 'XT1 · RJ(1,2)'XTI + RJ(I ,3)'XT3
WRITE(6,")OETER
CALL OLlNRGO,RJ,3,R1INV,3)
READ(" ' )VEL( II,VEL(2),VEL(3)
CALL OMURRV(3,3,RJINV,3,3 ,VEL,I,3,FTHOTI
WRITE(S,"')FrHDT (I), FTHDT(2),FT HDT(3)
DO 50 INK "" 1,3
DO 50 JNK = 1,3
RJ(INK,JNK) = 0.000






IMPLICIT REAL"'S(A· H, O·Z)
DIMENSION T DOTl ( IOO),T DOT2(lOO),T DOT3( IOO)
OPEN(UNIT= I ,FlLE= 'T OOT.MAT' ,STATUS = ' OLD')
OPEN(UNIT ",2 .F ILE ...'SOOT. MAT ', ST ATUS ", ' NEW')
READ(O, O)NO
DO 10 I = I, NO
READ( I,O)TDOTI (I),TDOT2(I),TDOT3(I)
10 CONTINUE
CALL MINMAX(fD0T2 ,SM ALL2,PLARGE2 .NO )
CALL MINM AX(fOOT3 ,SMALLJ ,PLAR GE.1,NO)
00201 = I,NO
SOOTI = (TOOTl(I) · SMALLl)/(P LARGE I • SMA LL!)
S001'2 = (11)072(1) - SMALL2)/(PLARG E2 - SMALL2)
SOOT3 = (1'001'3(1) • SMALU)/ (PLARG E3 • SMALL3)




C A NEURA L NET PROGRAM (BACK-PROPAGATION ALGOR ITHM)
C * .
C VELOCITY ANALYSIS OF PUM A-560 MANIPULATOR
C ** * ** .
IMPLICIT REAL "'S(A-H,O-Z )
INTRINS IC OEXP
DIMEN SION V(20 ,20),W(2 0,20)
DIMEN SION XDOT (lOO),YOOT (IOOj,ZDOT(IOO)
DIMENSION m0T1(100),TD0T2(IOO),TD0T3(IOO)
DIMENSION DTDOT 1(100) ,DT00T2(IOO) ,DTD01'3(100)
D1MENSIDN RI(100) ,RM(l OO),RO(lOO)
DIMENS ION
% FRM(IOO),FRO(IOO),FTDOTl (I OO),FTD0T2(IOO),FTDO T3( IOO)
DIMENSION FRMD(100),FROD (I OOj
DIMENSION EOS(IOO),EMS(I OO)
OPEN(UNIT= I, FILE"" RAKO .DAT' ,ST AT US= ' OLD')
OPEN(UNlT=2,F ILE= ' SOOT ,MAT ' ,ST AT US= 'OLD')
OPEN(UNIT= 3,FILE='P UMAVEL.MAT' ,STAT US ='OLD' )






















OI'E N( UNIT:=:S,FILE= 'BETA .MAT',STATUS='NEW ')
OPEN(UNIT=6, FILE""GAMMA.MAT' ,STATUS='NEW')
.... ..................... .. .........................................




ENTER NO . OF INPUT TRA INING OAT AS
REA D(I,*)NODATA
ENTER NO . OF IT ERATIONS
READO, '")ITER
ENTER TH E LEA RNING RATE
READ(l ,"')ETA
.......... .... .. "' 'i' • • • "' • • • ••
READ TH E TRAINING INPUT VA LUES & THEIR CORRES PONDING
OUTPUT VALUES
DO 10 I = I,NODATA
READ(2, *)TOOT10), TD0T2(I),T DOT3( I)
READ(3 , ·)XDOT{I), YDOT(I) ,Z DOT(I)
FTDOT1( 1) • (1.000/(1.000 + OEXP(-TDOT I(I»»
FTD0T2(I) = (1.000/(1.000 + OEXP(-TDOTI(I»»
FTDOT3(I) = (1.000/( 1.000 + OEXP( -TOOT3OJ)))
CONT INUE
RANDOM NUMB ER GENERA T ION FOR INITIAL INPUT AND
OUT PUT WEIGHT MATRICES
SEED FOR RANDOM NUMB ER GENERATOR
rSEED = 23 148
JSEED =32 124
0020 1= I,MIONO
DO 20 J = I,INNO
RV =RAN(ISEED)*2,ODO • I ,ODO
V(I,J) - RV
CONT INUE
DO 30 I = I,NOUTNO
DO 30 J = I,MIONO
RW = RAN( JSEEO)*2.GIJ0· 1.000
CONTlNUE
TRA INING STARTS HERE
DO 40 NO ... I,ITER
A. 18
C····"''''···'''· .. '''···'''·,,··· '''·· ..·..··············..·····..·




DO 60 KR "" l,MIONO
RM(KR) = O.ODO
DO 70 KP "" I.INNO
RM(KR) =RM(KR) + V(KR, KP) ' RI(KP)
70 CONTINUE
FRM(KR) = (1.0DO/(1.0oo + DEXP(·RM IKR))))
FRMD(KR) = FRM(KR)"'(I.ODO- FRM(KR»
60 CONTINUE
DO 80 KR "" l ,NOUTNO
RO(KR) = O.ODO
DO 90 KP "" I,MIONO
RO(KR) "" RO(KR) + W(KR,KP)· FRM(KP)
90 CONTINUE
FRO(KR) "" (1.000/(1.00 0 + DEXP(-RO(KR))))
FROD(KR) = FRO(KR)'(LODO· FRO(KR))
80 CONTINUE
C "' "' "' "' "' .
C ERROR UPDATE
C "' "' "' "' "'.."'''' ''''''''' ..''' ..
DO 100 J = I,MIDNO
EMS(J) =-0.000
100 CONTINUE
EOS(I) = FTD OTl (KD) · FROI I)
EOS(2) = FTDOT2(KD) • FRO(2)
EOS(3) =FTDOT3(KD) • FRO(3)
DO 110 IE "'" I.NOUTNO
DO 120 IE = I ,MIONO
EMS(JE) "" EMS(JE) + EOS(IE)"'FROD(IE)"W(IE,JE)
120 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
C .."'''' '''..'''.''''''''''''''''''''''''..''' '''''''''''' ''' ''''''''' ''' ''' ''' .
C WEIGHT UPD ATE
C "'''' ''' '''''' ''' '''.''' ''' '''''' "''''
DO 200 IRT = I,NOUTNO
DO 210 JRT = I,MIDNO
W(1RT,JRT) = W(IRT.JRT) + ETA ·E OS(IRTj · FROO(fRT) · FRM (JRT)
210 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
DO 220 IRT = I,MIDNO
A. 19
lJO 230 JRT = I,INNO




DO 300 I = I ,MIDNO
RM(I) =0.000
DO 310J = l,INNO
RM(I) = RM(I) + V(I,J)'RI(J)
310 CONTINUE
FRM(I) = (1.000 /( 1.000 + OEXP(-RM(I))))
300 CONTINUE
DO 320 I = I,NOUTNO
RO(I) = 0.000
DO 330 J = I,MIONO




C FINAL OUTPUT AT Tim END OF EACH ITERATION
C .





C · ......• • ....• ....••...• • • ....•• ..•• • • •• ..•••..•••••••••• ..••••• ..•
C COMPARISON OF NEURAL AND ACTUAL OUTPUTC ····..·..··············....·..····..···..·..·····..··..·····








DIMENSION TDOTl( IOO),TDOTI (IOO),TD0T3(100)
DIMENSION DTDOTl(lOO),DTD0T2( IOO),OTD0T3(100 )
OPEN( UNIT""t,FILE = 'TDOT .MAT' ,STATUS .,,'O LO')
OPEN (UN1T=3.FILE = ' ALPHA.MAT ' ,STATUS= ' OLD' )
OPEN (UNIT <=4,FILE = ' BET A.MAT' ,STATUS = ' OLD' )
A.20
OPEN(UNIT=S ,FILE= 'G AMfo. IA, MAT' ,STATUS= 'OLD' )
OPEN(UNIT=6, FILE= 'R EBAK.MAT' .STATUS =' NEW')
OPEN(UNIT =7,FILE= ' RERR.MAT' ,STATUS= ' NEW')
READ(*,*)NO
DO 10 I = I, NO






CALL MINMAX(TOOT3,SMALLJ,PL ARGE.l ,NO)
00201 = I,NO
SD0T2 = DTDOT2(I)"'(PLARGE2 • SMALL2) + SMALL2
soon "" OTDOT3(I)·(PLARGE.l • SMALL3) + SMALL)
WRITE(6 ,"')5DOT1,SDOTI,SD0T3
C TO FIND OUT THE MAGNITUDE OF ERROR
UPP = TOOTI(I) ~ soon
vpp = TOO1'2(1) ~ soon
WPP = TD01'3(1) ~ SDOTJ





C "'.."' "'''' '''••''' ''' ..
C A SIMPLE PROGRAM FOR CHECKING THE CARTESIAN VELOCITIE.1l
C FOR A PUMA~560 MANIPULATOR
C .."'."' "' "' "' "'''''''''''' ''' .
IMPLIC IT REAl*8(A·H,o-Z)
INTRINSIC OATAN20, DSIND,DCOSD
DIMENSION RJ(3,3),VEL(3),THDT(3) ,RJINV(3 ,3)
DIMENSION FTHDT(3),TDOT( 3I,OVEL(3J,OTDOT(3)
OPEN(UNIT= 1,FILE - 'PUMA.OAT' ,STATUS= 'OLD')
OPEN(UN IT=2,FfLE= ' RANG.MAT' ,STATUS ='OLO')
OPEN(UNIT=7,FILE= ' REBAK.MAT' ,STATUS= 'OLD' )
OPEN(UNlT=8,FILE ='VDOT.MAT' ,STATUS= 'NEW')
OPEN(UNIT=9 ,FILE= 'T OOT.MAT' ,STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT= 1O,FILE= ' OVDOT,MAT' ,STATUS = 'NEW ')
READ(I, · )A2,A3,03,04
WRITE(·,·)'NO OF OATAS l'
READ(· ,*)NO
0043 1 = l, NO
A,2 1
READ(2,*)Tl ,T2,T3
51 ;: D5IND(Tl )
52 "" D5IND(T2)




RJ(l,I) '" -A3*SI*C23 + 04"S I"'S23· A2"'C2"SI - D3*CI
RJ(I ,2) '" ~A3*CI "S23 - D4·CI*C2 3 ~ A2*S2*Cl
RJ(I,3) = -A3·C I·S23 - D4"CI·C23
RJ(2, 1) = A3"Cl ·C23 - D4*CI*S23 + A2"'C2"CI - 03"S I
RJ(2.2) = -A3·51·S23 - D4*SI·C23 - A2·S2 *SI
RJ(2.3) = -A3·SI ·S23 - D4· SI"C2 3
RJ(3, I) = O.ODO
RJ(3,2) '" -A3·C 23 + 04*S23 - A2*C2







S5 = SQRT(VEL(I)·VEl(I) +VEL(2)*VEL(2)+VEL(3)*VEL(3»
PS '" SQRT(OVEL(I)"OVEL(I)+OVEL(2)·OVEL(2) +OV EL(3)·OVEL (3»
PRINT ..,SS.PS







A.2 ACCELERATION ANALYSIS OF A nVO-LINK MANIPULATOR
C *********.**.** .* *..*." "." "'"•••••
C ACCELERATION ANALYSIS OF A TWO-LINK
C PLANAR MANIPULATOR
C
C STEPS FOLLOWED :C ·····..···,,··..·..,,·
C
C I. FIND OUT THE CO-ORDINATESOF THE CIRCULAR
A.22
C PATH
C 2. FOR THE GIVEN COORDINATES FIND OUT THE JOINT
C VARIABLES TH K I AND TH K2
C 3. RESOLVE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY V T IN THE GLOBAL
C COORDINATE SYSTEM -
C 4. EVALUATE THE ROTATION RATES THO T KI AND THOT K2
C USING JACOBIAN MATRIX - -
C 5. RESOLVE ACCELERATION A P IN THE GLOBAL C.S
C 6. FIND OUT THE JOINT ACCELERATIONS THDDT Kl AND
C THDDT K2 -
C "'''''''• • ''' ''''''..'''''''' ''''''''''' '''.'''. ''' ''' ''' .
c STEP 1: FIN D THE COORDINATES OF THE CIRCULAR
C TRAJECTOR Y
IMPLIC IT RE AL·S(A ·H,O -Z)
INTRINSIC DSIND,DCOSD,DATAN2D
REAL"'8 TR l(4 ,4),TR2(4,4) ,T R3(4,4), XY(4},PV(4) ,TR4(4,4)
REAL·S TR5(4 ,4)
OPEN(I, FILE = 'LI NK.DET' , STAT US = ' OLD ' )








CALL TRANS( 45.0,O.O,O.O,O.O,TR I)
CALL TRANS (O.O,RLI ,O.O,O.O,TR2)
CALL MATMAT(TRI ,TR2,TR3,4,4,4)
PHI = ST
DO 100 1 = I ,NPOIN'f
CALL TRANS(PH I,O.I,O.O,O.O,TR4)





CALL MATVEC(fRS ,PV,XY ,4,4)
WRJTE(2, · )XY(I),XY(2)








00 1200 I ;;; I,M
C(I) ~ O.ODO
00 1200 J ;;; I,N







001300 I = I,M
DO 1300 J = I,N
ClI,J) = 0.000
DO 1300 K ;;; I,L




























TR(2,1) = DSIND (ANG)
TR(2.2) - DCOSD(ANG)
TR(2,3) = 0.0 00





TR(4. 1) = O.ODO
TR(4,2) = 0.000
TR(4.3) = O.ODO
TR(4,4) = 1.00 0
RETURN
END
C • ••** "' "' .
C STEP 2 : FIND THE JOINT COORDINATES FOR T HE




GPEN( I , FILE = 'L1NK.DET' , STATUS <::: 'OLD ')
GPEN(2, FI LE = 'XY .MAT, STATUS = 'OLD')




C STEP ANGLE FOR COORDINATEGENERATION
READ(I,*)STANG
DO 200 I = l ,NPOINT
READ(2, ')XP,YP
RJJ = 2.000 YP .. RLI
RII = 2.0DO XP ... RLl
RKK = xp ·XP + yp"'yp + RLI*RLI - RL2"RL2
RTf = RJJ "'RJJ + RII"'RII - RKK*RKK
THET(1) "" DATAI"i2D(RJJ,RII) + DATAN2D(DSQRT(RTT),RKK)
PARI = YP ~ RLI*DSINDffHET(I»
PAR2 ~ XP - RLI'DCOSD(THET(l»






STEP 3: RESOLVE TANGENTIAL VELOCITY V T IN THE
GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM -
IMPLICIT REAP8(A-H,O·Z)
INTRINSIC DSIND,DCOSD,DATAN2D
REAL"' XY(2),VP(3),RZ ZA(3,3) ,VPG(3)
OPEN(I, FILE"" 'L1NK.DET', STATUS:::: 'OLD ')
OPEN(2. FILE = 'VTRES .DAT' , STATUS = ' OLD')
OPEN(3, FILE"" 'XY.MAT', STATUS"" 'OLO')
OPEN(4. FILE = 'VPG.M AT' , STATUS = 'NEW')
READ(I, ·)RL l,RL2
READ(I , ' )ST
READ(I , ·)NPOINT
STEP ANGLE FOR COORDINATE GENERATION
READ(I,"')STANG
READ(2.· )V T,XC ,Ye ,RAD
DO 300 I = I ,NPOINT
READ(3,')XY( I) ,XY(2)
PKL = XY(2)·YC
PKK = XY(I )·XC
ALPH = DATAN2D(PKL,PKK)
VP(I) = V_T"'DCOSD(90.0DO+ALPHl







C STEP 4: EVALU,ATE THE ROTATION RATES THDT KI AND THO T K2
C USING JACOBIAN UATRIX - -
c .
IMPLICIT REAL ·S (A-H,O- Z)
INTRINSIC DSIND,DCOSD,DATAN2D
REAL·8 THET( 2) ,VPG(2),T HDT(2) ,RINV(2,2)
A.26
OPEN(l, FILE = 'L1NK.DET' , STATUS = 'OLD' )
OPEN(2, FILE = 'THET.MAT' , STATUS = 'O LO')
OPEN(3, FILE = 'VPG.MAT' , STATUS == 'OLD')




C STEP ANGLE FOR COORDINATE GENERATION
REAO(t ,·)S TANG
DO 400 I == t ,NPOINT
READ(2,O)THET( 1),THET(2)
READ(3,·)VPG(t ),YPG(2)
UT ll == -RU ·OStNOrrHEr(I » - RU·DS IND(THET(I) +THET(2))
UTt2 == -RU·DStND(THET(1)+ THET(2»
U1"21 ::< RLl ·DC OSDrrHET(I» + RL2"'DCOSD(THET( I)+THET(2))
UT22 = RL2°DCOSD(THET(I) +T HET(2»
DET == UTtt"U1"22 - UT2I"UT I2
RINY(1, I) == U1"22/DET
RINY(l,2) == -UTl 2/DET







C ··........··..····......·..··..·......··..··.... ....··..·......·.. ..·......··..
C STEP S: RESOLVE ACCELERATION A P IN THE GLOBAL





OPEN(1, FILE :: ' LI NK.DET' , STATUS :: 'OLD')
OPEN(2, FILE: 'VTRES.OAT' , STATUS: 'OLD')
OPEN(3, FILE :: 'XY.M AT , STATUS == 'OLO' )












ALPH = DATAN2D (PKK,PKL)
AP(I) = (-(V PV ll/RAD)·OCOSO(ALPH)
AP(2) = (-(V=PV=T)/RAo)"OSINO(ALPH)
AP(3) = I,ODO





C STEP 6: FIND OUT THE JOINT ACCELER ATIONS THOOT KI AND




REAL"8 THET(2), VPG(2) ,THDT(2),RINV(2,2),THOOT(2)
REAL'S APG(2) ,AXT(2) ,PXT(2) ,PT I(2,2)
OPEN(l. FILE = ' U NK.DET ' , STATUS = 'OLD' )
OPEN(2, FILE = 'T HET.MAT', STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(3 , FILE;; ' VPG. MAT' , STAT US = ' OLD')
OPEN(4, FILE = 'TH OT.MAT ' , STATUS ::: 'OLD' )
OPEN(? , FILE::: ' APG.MAT ' , STATUS = 'OLD')




C STEP ANGLE FOR COORDINATE GENERATION
READ(I ,·)STANG





PTI(I, l) = -RLI "DCOSD(THET(l »* THDT(1)
% • RL2"DCOSD(THET(I )+THET(2»"(THDT(I) + THDT(2»
PTI( I,2) = -Rl 2 · DCOSD(THET(I)+THET(2» · (THDT(1) + THDT(2»
PT I(2,1) "" -RL l·DSIND(THET(IWTHDT(I)
% - RL2"DSIND(THET(I)+THET(2»"(THDT(I) + THDT(2»
PTl(2,2) ::: -Rl 2· DSIND(THET( I)+ THET(2» · (THDT( I) + TH DT(2»
A.28
CALL MATVEC(PTI,T HDT,AXT,2,2 )
PXT( I) = APG(I) · AXT(!)
PXT(2) =APG(2) - AXT(2)
UTi I = · RLI· DSIND(THET(l )) - RL2 ' DSIND(THET(1)+ THET(2))
UTI2 = -RU'DSIND(THET(I)+THET(2))
U1'21 = RLl·DCOSD(THET(I)) + RL2'DCOSD(TH ET( I) +THE T(2))
UT22 = RL2"DCOSD(THET(I)+THET(2»
DEl' "'" UTl l "UT22 - UT2 I'U1' 12
R1NV(I,I) = UT221DET
RINV( I,2) = · UTl 2tDET
RlNV(2, 1) = -UT2 I1DET






C • • • 11\~" f. t
C GENERATION OF [C} MATRIX FOR LINEAR PROGRAMMING
C _ .i;I,6../.
DIMENSION XI(23),X2(23),X3(23),X4(23) ,X5(23)
DIMENSION X6(23) ,X7(23 ),X8( 23), X9(23),X 10(23)
DIMENSION A(I , I100) ,Y(23)
OPEN{l, FILE = 'ALPGa,IN' , STATUS = 'OLD')
OPEN(2, FILE = 'CLPGa.OUT', STATUS = 'NEW')
DO 14 1 = 1,23
READ(I, ' )XI(I)
14 CONTINUE
DO 15 1 = 1,23
READ( I ,' )X2(1)
15 CONTINUE
DO 161 = 1,23
READ(I ,')X3(1)
16 CONTINUE
DO 17 1= 1,23
READ( I, ')X4(I )
17 CONTINUE
DO 18 1 ::: 1,23
READ(I , ' )X5(1)
18 CONTINUE













0 023 1"" 1,23
READ(I, ")X IO(I)
23 CO NTINUE
DO 44 K "" 1.23
Y(K) "" XI(K) + X2(K) + X3(K) + X4(K) + X5(K) + X6(K) + X7(K)





IF(NT .GT. II OO) GQTO 100
MT =< I
DO 310 I =NS.NT,2




DO 320 I = NS + I,NT,2
A(I ,I) = -Y(MT)
MT =MT+I
320 CONTINUE
DO 330 1 = NT+l ,NT+4
A(I,I> "" 10.0
:UO CONTINU E
DO 340 I = NT+ 2,!'IT+3
A(I , I) = -10.0
340 CO NTINUE




10:;0 CO NT INUE




C •• •• • LPNEURO.FOR • •••• ..
C l P-NEURO METHOD SUBROUT INE
C .
C A LP APPROACH FOR NEURAL NElWORKS
C · · ..• • • ••• •• • •• •••••••• • •• •• •• ••• ..• • • • • •• •• •• •• •..•• ..
DIMENSION YX(I),YXSTRT(I ), RMAX(t) ,RMIN(I), PHJ(l) ,PS I(I)
DIMENSION YW(I SO),ZX( JIOOJ,ZA(220,I IOO) ,Z8(220) ,ZC( J1(0)
DIMENSION ZAP(220, 11OO),ZC P(lIOO),Z BP(220),ZW(5(XXX»






COMMON IBL2/ MZ,NZ,NUTS,NT ,NI,NOUT,NOI
COMMON IFAUZT OB
COMMON IANT/ZA
OPEN(2 , FILE .. 'BLPGA.OUT' , STATUS .. 'OLD' )
OPEN(3 , FILE = 'CL PGA.OUT', STA i lJS '" 'OLD' )
OPEN(14, FILE'" ' LIN.OAT', STATUS " ' OLD')
OPEN(lS , FILE = ' KARI. DAT', STATUS = 'O LD' )
OPEN(8 , FILE = ' OW.MAT', STATUS '" ' NEW' )











DO 196 I = I ,MZ
READ(2. ' )ZB(I)
196 COl'ITlNUE












SEEK(NY, NCONS,NEQUS,NPENAL,RMAX,RMIN, YXSTRT, YX, YU.P HI,
% PSI,NVIQL, YW)
CALL ANSWER(Y U,YX, PHI,PSI,N Y,NCONS,NEQUS)
WRITE(- , -)' 0 0 YOU WISH TO CONT INUE l '
WRITE(-,"') ' I : YES '
WRITE(- , -)'2 : NO '
READ(* , -)NDEC






SUBROUTINE UREAL(YX , YU)
DIMENSION YX(I) ,YXSTRT(I ),RMAX( I),RMIN( I),PHI(I ),PSI( I)
DIMENS ION YW(150),ZX(1I00),ZA(220, I lOO),ZB(220),ZQ IIOO)
DIMENSION ZAP(220,IIOO), ZBP(220),ZCP(llOO)
DIMENSION ZW(50000) ,ZTOB(22)
DIMENSION BBW(22,23),BBC(22),BBD (22),D(2 )
DlMENSION SAK(4),RT3(22)
COMMON IBLl/ZC,ZX,Z W, ZAP, ZCP,ZBP
COMMON IBL3/ ZD
COMMON IBL2/MZ,NZ,NUTS,NT , NI,NOUT,NOI







0020 1 = I,MZ
KR = I
D0 30J = l, NZ
IF(J .GT.(50- KR» THEN
KR = KR + I
END IF
IF((J .GE.( I + 50"(KR-I))).AND .O.LT .(47 +W(KR-I»))) THEN
ZAP(I,l ) = YX(l)*ZA(I.J)
A.32
ELSE





0040 I :=:: I,M2
ZBP(I) : YX(I)·ZB(l)





KR = KR + I
END IF











DO55 NM = 1,46,2
DO60 MM = NM,Il00,50
PRINT ·,YX( I),ZC(NM),ZX(MM)
YTI = YX(I)*(ZC(NM)*ZX(MM» + YT\
60 CONTINUE
55 CONTINUE
DO 65 NM = 2,46.2
DO 70 MM = NM , I lOO, ~O
YT2 = YX(I) "'(ZC(NM)'ZX(MM» + YTI
70 CONTINUE
65 CONTINUE
DO 75 NM = 41,50
DO 80 MM = NM,1I00,50






YU "" (TI l + YTI + YT3 · YT4)"2
WRlTE( '", '")'SLOPE IS' ,YX(I)
WRITE( '",*)'SEEK OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS', YU













DIMENSION PHI(I ),D(2),YX(l )
COMMON IDEPUTID,RMX,RMN
PRINT ", 'SEEK lTERATIONS' ,NOISE








DI MENSI ON ZX ( J'OO),BBW(22,23), BBC(22I,BBD(22)
ND = I
RAMYA = 0.0
DO 432 I "" 1,22
D0 433J = 1,23




BBC(I) - ZX(ND) • ZX(N D + I)
ND"" NO + 2
BBD(I) = ZX(ND) - ZX(ND + I)








DO 2339 I = 1,22
CBCO) - 0.0
CBD(I) = 0.0
RTl O) ~ 0.0
RT2(I) = 0.0
RTI (I) ~ 0.0
2339 CONTINUE
CALL RMATMUL(BBW,ZTOB,RTI ,22,23)
DO 2340 I = 1,22
CBC(!) ~ (1.0 /YX(I »'BBC(I)









DO 4430 I = I,M
C(I) ~ 0.0
DO 4440 J = I,N







DO 4256 I = I,M







DO 4 169 I = I ,M





C GENERAT ION OF [A] MATRIX FuR LINEAR PROGRAMMING
DIMENSION X(23),ZA(220, / 1(0)
COMMO N JANTJZ A
OPEN(l7, FILE = 'A LPGA.lN ' , STATUS = ' OLD' )








IF(NT.GT. ll00) GOTO 7100
MT = I
DO 710 I = NS,NT,2
ZA(KNI,I) = X(Mn
MT =MT + I
710 CONT INUE
MT= 1
00720 1 = NS+l,NT,2
ZA( KN/, /) " -X(Ml)
MT=MT +I
720 CONT INUE
DO 730 1 = NT+ l ,l'"T+ 4
ZA(KN /, I) " 1.0
730 CONTINUE
DO 740 I = NT+2,NT +3











BJclrnropagat jon Method - Multilaye r Neura l Network
'"
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION'
THIS PROGRAM ALLOWSA USERTO BUILD A GENERALIZED
DELTA RULE NET FOR SUPERVISED LEARNING. USER CAN SPECIFY THE
NUMBER OF INPUT & OUTPUT UNITS, NUMBER OF HIDDEN LAYERS AND
NUMBER OF UNITS IN EACH HIDDEN LAYER. AFrER THE NET IS RlJlLT,
LEARNING TAKES PLACE IN THE NET WITH A GIVEN SET OF TRAINING
SAMPLES. USER SPECIFIES VALUESOF THE LEARNING RATE ETA, THE
MOMENTUMRATE ALPHA,MAXIMUMTOLERANCEERRORS AND MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.
AFTER LEARNING, ALL THE INFORMATION RELEVANT TO THE
STRUCTURE OF THE NET, INCLUDING WEIGHTS AND THRf:.SHOLDS ARE
STORED IN FILES.
OUTPUTS CAN BE GENERATED FOR NEW PATTERNS BY READING
FROM FILE AND BY RECONSTRUCf ING THE NET.




lIinclude < math.h >
Hinclude <ctype.h >
lIinclude <curses.h>
#ifndef VAX 1* for declaration of callocf) on PC or compatible */
h'include < malloc.h>
#endif
/ * define constants used throughout functions "
#define NMXUNIT 50 '*max no. of units in a layer (50) "I
h'define NMXHLR 5 I" max no. of hidden layers ( 5) "I
Hdefine NMXOATTR 50 1* max no. of output features (50) "I
h'define NMXINP 200 I " max no. of input samples (200) " f
11. .37
Hdefine NMXIATTR 50 ' * maxno. of input features (50) *'
Hdefine SEXIT 3 ' * exit successfully */
Hdefine RESTRT 2 t- restart *'
#dcfinc FEXIT I t » exit in failure *'
Hdcfinc CONTNE 0 ' * continue calculation *'
t- Data base : declarations of variables *'
float eta; , .... learning rate **'
float alpha; '** momentum rate **'
floal err curr; , .... normalized system error **'
float maxe; / "'* maxallowed system error *./
float maxep: , .... max allowed patter erro r **/
float *wtptr[NMXHLR + I];
float *outptr[NMXHLR+ 2];
float *crrptr(NMXHLR+2 J;
float *delw[NMXHLR + IJ;
float t.arget[NMXINP][NMXOATIR] ;
float input[NMXINP][ NMXIATIR], ep[NMXINP);
float outpt[NMXINP]{NMXOATIR];
int nunit[NMXHLR + 2J. nhlayer , ninput, ninattr, noutat tr:
int result, cnt, cnt num;
int nsnew, nsold; -
char task_namc[201;
FILE *fpl. *fp2, "'fp3, *fopenO, "fuutt;
int fplotlO;
/ .. random numoer generator
(computer independent) *'
long mndsced :: 56873 1L;
lnt randomO
I
randseed = 15625L * randsecd + 22221L;
retum«ran dse:d > > 16) & Ox7FFF);
, .. allocate dynamic storage for the set */
void initO
{
intlenl , Ico2, i, k;
float "pi , ·p 2, ·p3 , *p4;
len! = [en2 = 0;
A.38
nunitjnhlayer-t-Z] =0;
for (i=O ; i« nhlayer + 2); i++) {
len l + c: (nunit(i] + I) "' nunitjj-tl ]:
len2 += nunit[i] + I ;
I"' weights·'
p i = (float '") ceuoctfenl + I,sizeof(floo.t»;
' '" output . ,
p2 = (float '") calloc(lcn2+ l, sizeofCfl oat» ;
' '" errors . ,
p3:::(float '") calloc(1en2 + l, sizeof(float)) ;
' * delw . ,
p4=(float '") calloc (len l + l ,sizeof(Ooot)) ;
I'"set up initial pointers v
wtptr[O] = p i ;
outptr[O] = p2;
errpt r[O] ::: p3;
delw[O) ::: p4;
' ''' set up the rest of pointers '"I
for (i = I; i < (nhlayer + I) ; i++) I
wtptr[i} ::: wtptrji- I] + nunit[iJ· (nunit{i·(J + I);
delw[i} = delwji- I] + nunit[i)'" (nunil[i· 1J + I);
I
for (i= l ; i < (nhlayer + 2); i+ +) {
outptr[i] = cutptr ji- I] + nunitj i- I] + I;
errpt r[i] = errptrjl-I] + nunit[i- l] + I;
, . set up threshold outputs "'I
for 0=0; i < nhlayer + I; i + + ) {
"'(outptr [i] + nunit(i]) = 1.0;
' ''' initiali ze weig hts with random





for (j = (); j < nhlayer + l;j++)
for (i=O; i < (nunitjj] + I ) .. nunitjj + 1]; i ++) {
*(wtptrUJ + i) = (randomO / pow(2.0,15 .0))'"2.0- 1.0 ;
·(uclwUJ + i) = 0 .0;
I'" specify arc hitecture of net and





printf("\n Momentum rate eta (default = 0 .9)1: "):
scanW%f", &ela);
alpha =- 0.7;
printW\nLeaming rate alpha (default = 0.7)? : ");
scanf( "%f", &alpha);
maxe ::: 0.0 1; maxep = 0.001;
prinlW \nMax total erro r (default = O.OI)?: ");
scanW%f" , &maxe);
printW \nMax individua l error (default = a.DOI)?: ");
scanf("% f",& maxep);
em num = 1000;
printf( "\nMax number of iterations (default ::: IOOO)?: ");
scanf("%d", &cnt_num);
prinlf( "\nNumber of hidd en layers": ");
scanf("%d· , &nhlayer);
for (i=O; i < nhlayer; i++) {
prin trr \n\tNumber o f units for hidden layer %d?: ", i+ J);
scanf(·%d ·, &nunit(i + Il);
printf("\nC reate error file? (Enter 1 for yes, 0 for no) : .) ;
scanf("% d", &fplot lO);
printf(·\nExccution starts . );
printf(· -- if many iterat ions specified, go out for cof fee.•.\nn);
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nunitlnhlayer-e I] = noutan r;
nunit[O] "" ninattr:
t- read tile for net architecture and learning
parameter s. File name has suffix v.dat -t





strcat(var_fllc_name, ~_v.dat" ) ;
if« fpl "" fopen(var_file_name, ~ r · )) """" NULL)
I
perro n'xn Cannot open data file ");
exit(O);
fscanf(fpl , "%d%d%d%f %f%d%d", &ninpul. &nolltaltr, &n inaltr.
&eta, &alpha. &nh layer, &cnt_nurn);
for (i= O; i < nhlayer + 2; i t t )
fscanf(fpl , ~ %d", &nunit[i]);
if «c=fclose(fp l» 1= 0)
printW \nFiJe %s cannot be closed; erro r %d· .
var_lile _na me. c);
, . read file containing weights and thresholds
and thresholds. File name has suffix _Vl.dat ·/




strcpy(wtjile_name , task na meu
strcat(wUile_nOlme, "_w.dOl t");
if «fp2 =fopen(wt_file._name. to r " »~ == NULL)
I
~rror( " \n Cannot open data file "):
exit(O);
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for (i= O; i < nhlayer t I ; i t t) {
for (j =O; j < (nunit[i] + I) f nunil[i + 1]; j + + )
fscanf(fp2, ~%r', (wtpt r{iJ+j»;
J)
if «e = fclose(fp2»!= 0)
prinlf("\n File %sf cannot be closed; erro r %d ",
wUile_name, c);
t » create file for net architecture and lea rning
parameters. File name has suffix _v.d at "/




strcpy(var_ liIc_name, taskna mc);
strcattvar file name, " v.oar') :
if « fpl =- fopcn(var_file_nam e, "wt"») = = NULL)
I
perror(" Cannot open data file "):
e~it(O);
J
fprintf( fp l , "%u %u %u %f %f %u %u\o", ninput, noutattr,
ninattr, eta, alpha, nhlayer , cnt_num);
for (i=O; i < nhlayer + 2; i+ +)
fprintf(fp l, ~ %d ~ , nunit[iJ) ;
fprimftfp l , · ' n%d %t\n~ , cnt. err_curr);
for (i =0; i < ninput; i+ +)
I
for (j=0; j < ncuuur: j + + )
fprintf(fpl , "%f ", o utpt[i][j]);
fprintf(fp l, "\n~ ) ;
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if ((c = fclose( fpl » t= 0)
printf( "\nFile %5 cannot be closed; er ror %d ".
var_file_name, c);
/ . create file for sav ing weights and thresholds








if «fp2 := fopen(wt _filc_name , "w+"» = = NULL)
(
perror("\ nCannot open data liIe "I:
exiteD);
k= O;
for (i = O; i < nhlayer + I; i ++)





fprintf(fp2, " %f " , ·(wl ptr[i] + j));
k++;
I
if « c = fclose (fp2» != 0)
printf("'nPile %s cannot be closed ; error %d ".
wt_fiIe,.,.name,c);







' * input level output calculation *'
for (m= O; m < ninattr; m+ + )
*(outptr{O)+ m) = input[i][mJ;
' * hidden & out put layer output calculation -t
for [m ee l ; m < nhlayer + 2; m+ +) I
for (n= O; n < nunitl'"J ; n++) {
net = 0.0;
for (p = O; p < nunit[m- IJ + I ; p+ + )
of fset w (nunit(m·l J + I ) * n + p;
net + ~ "(wtptrjm-I] + offset) *
C*(outptr[m- IJ + p» ;
}
*(outplr[mJ+n) = (2.0 I (1.0 + exp(-net)))-1.0 ;
I
}
fo r (n=O ; n < nunil[nhlayer + I); n++ )
outpt[i][n} "" *(outptr[nhlayer + IJ + n};
' * several condi tions are checked to see
whether learn ing should terminate *'







printW %d- ,cnt); *'
' * reached max. iteration *'
if (cnt > = cnt_num) rctum( FEXln;
' * error for each pattern small enough'? *'
nsnew = 0;
flag = 1;
for ( i ... nfrcm ; (i < 010) && (lla!,. == I) ; i+ + ) {
i f (ep[i] < "" maxep) nsnew + +;
else flag = 0;
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}
if (flag == I) return (SEXIT);
I'" system total erro r small enough'? -t
if (err curr < = max-e) return (SEXln:
retum(CONT NE):
I"' threshold is treated as weight of link from
a virtual node whose output value is unity""
~n t rumelhart (int froffi_snum, lnt to _S nl1l11)
int i.j.k.m.n .p.offset.lndex;
float out;





if «fp3 = fopen(err_fiIe, ·w"» ==.= NULL)
{




err curr = 0.0:
- f · for each pattern"'I
for (i = from_snum; i < lo_snum: i++) {
forward(i); 1* bottom_up calculation ""
'* lop_down err or propagation '"
/. outputj.cve l erro r '"
for (ffi:::tO; m < nunhjnhlayer + 11; 10+ +)
out = "( cutptrjnhlayer + IJ+ m):
"(errptr [nhlayer + I] + m) = (targclfiJ(mJ - out) "
0.5" (I- OU' ''OUI);
/ . hidden & inp ut layer errors *'
for (m enhlaycr + 1; m > = I ; m--) {
for (n = O; n < nunitLm- I)+ l ; n + +)
*(errp tr[m- lJ + n) = 0.0;
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for (p=O; p < nunit jm]; p+ + ) {
o ffset = (nunit{m-I] + I) ...P + n;
·(delw(m-l j+ offse!) = eta * ('"(errp tr[mj+p»
... ( '"(outptr[m- l] + n»
+ alpha '" ('"(de[w{m-Ij + offset»;
*(errptr[m- I] + n) += '"(errpl r[m] + p)
• (*(wtptr[m· l j + offset));
I
"(errptrlm - t] + n) = *(errptr[m -l] + n) *
( I - *(outpt r[m- I) + n)
* (*(outptr[m-I] + n)));
/* weight changes */
for (me I : m < nhlayer + 2; m++)
for (n = O; n < nunit[m]; n++) {
for (p:O; p < nuniq m-I ] + I; p+ + )
offset: (nuni\[m- I] + 1) '" n + p;
*(wtr,tr[m-I] + offse t) + : '"(delw[m- IJ + offset);
I
I
ep[ij : 0 .0;
for (m::::O; m < nunit[nhlayer + I] ; m++)
cp(i] + = fabs«target[i][m] -
"'(outptr[nhlayer+ 1) + m») ;
I
err_curr += ep[i] * ep[i];
I '* normalized system err or */
err_cuer ::::0.5 * err_curr ' ninput;
'* '" save errors in file to draw the
system error with plot l f **'
if (fplot lO)
fprinlf(fp3, "% ld, %2.91\0", cnt. err curt):
cnt+ + ; -
' " check condition for terminating learning "/
result == introspective(from_snum, to_snum);
I while (result = = CO NTNE); '* end o f long do-while "/
, . update OUlPUI with changed weights */
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for (i:::from_snum; i < to_snum; i + + ) fmwan.l(jl;
/* for Ci = O; i < nhlaycr + l ; i+ + )
index > 0;
for G:::O; j < nunit[i+ I); j + +)
(
printfC"\n\nWeights between unit %d of layer %d ".
j , j +l) ;
printf(" and units of layer %d\n", i):
for (k:::O: k < nunil[i): k+ + )
printf(" %f" , "(wtptrj i] + index,+ +));
printf("\n Threshold of unit %d of layer %d is % £",
i . i-l-L, *(wtptr[i] + index'+ +»);
}
}'I
'* for (i=O ; i < ninput: i + + )
forG=O; j < noutattr;j+ + )
pnnt fC"\n\n sample %d output %d = %f target %d = %f" ,
i ,i, outpt[i][j],j ,ta rget[iJUn ; · '
printf( "\n\nTotal number of iterations is %d", cnt):
printf(" \n Normalized system error is %f'.n\n\n", err_curT);
retumt result);
/* read in the input data file spec ified
by user during interactive session . ,
void user sessiont){ -
int i.j .showdara;
char fnam[20J. dlype[20j ;
FILE ·fp ;
printf("\ n Start of learning session");
'*for task with name task_nam~' , input
data file of the task is automatically
set to he task_name .dal by program . ,
pnntf( "\n Enter the task name : "};
scan£("%s", task_name):
pTintf("\n Hoy' many features in input pnttem'l: ");
scanf( "%d" I &ninattr);
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prinlW \ n How many output units'': "I:
scanf( ~ %d", &noutattr);
printf( ~\n Total number of input sam ples?: "I;
scanW%d ~ , &ninput);
strcpy(fnam , task_name);
st rcat(fnam, ~ .dat~ ) ;
prin tf( ~ \n Input file name is %s \n", fnam);
if«fp = fopen(fnam, "r") == NULL)
(
printf("\nF ile %s docs not exist", fnam);
exit(O);
prinlW\n Do you want to look at data just read? (YIN) : " );
scanW %s", dtype);
showdata = «dlype[Ol == 'y ') II (dtype[OJ = = 'Y'»;
for (i=O; i < ninput; i+ + ) {
for (j =0 ; j < ninattr; j++) {
fscunf(fp, "%r ', &input[i][j]);
if (showdata) primff" %f ". input[iJ(jJ);
I
for (j =O; j < noutattr; j+ + ) (
fscanf(fp, " %f" . &target [ilUJ);
if [shcwdata) printf( " % f\n~ , larget[ilUD;
I
if ((i = fclose(fp» != 0)
I
printf("\ nFilc %s cannot be closed ; error %d ", fna m, i);
exiteD);










result = rumcl hart(O.ninput) ;
} while (resuu e '" RESTRT) ;
if (result > = FEXIT)
I
printf(" \" Max number of ite rations reached, bu t failed" );
prin tW \n to decrease system error sufficiently .. .\n ");
}
dwrite( task name);
wtwri te(l.lsk_ na me);






fbutt "" fopenCtqnu f.mat", ·w");
1* If task is alrea dy in the memory. data files
for task do not need to be read in. BUI, if it
is a new task , data files should be read in \0
reconstruct thenet, '"
printf("'nGeneralion of outputs for a new pattern") ;
prinIW \n\ t Pre sent task name is %s", tas k_name);
printW \n\t Wor k on a different task'?(Y or N): " ) :
scanft"%5· I ans):
if « an, [O]= - 'y') I I (an'IO)== 'Y '))
{




wtrea d(task _n ame) ;
/ * input data for o utput generation
are created -t
printf(" \nEnter file name for patt erns to be processed: ") ;
scan f("%s· , dfile) ;
if ((rp l =fopen(dfile. "r" j) == NULL)
I
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pcrrcr t" Cann ot open <.Ili1e ");
exit(O);
printW \ nEnter number of patterns for proces sing: "):
scanf(M%d", &nsa mplc);
fur ( i ""0 ; i < nsa mple; i ++)
for(rn==O;m < ninattr;m++)
fscanf(fpl, "%f", &input[i][m) j
/ . output gene ration calculation starts ./
for (i =0; i < nsample ; i++)
I
forwar d(i);
for (m""O; m < noutattr; m++)
fprintf(fou H,"\n %f",
"'(ou lptr[nhlayer + I ] + m» ;
Iprintf'(foutt,""};
}
printW \nOulputs have been generated "):
if ((i ""fclose(fr l) 1= 0)
pri ntf(" \n Filc %s cannot be closed ; error %dM , dfile , i);
/ MAIN "" ,
void mainf)
I
char selecl[20l , cont[ IO);
strcpy(task_name, "" "'••"'**");
dol




case '0 ' :
case '0 ' : output_generalion();
break;
case ' I' :
case 'L ' : leamingf);
break;
default : printf("\n Please answer" );
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printf(" learni ng or output ge neration "};
break;
J
} while «select{O] ! == '0 ') & & (sclect[Ol ! == ' 0 ' )
&& Cselect[O]!== ' I') & & (sc[cct[Ol ! = ' L' )) :
printW \nDo you want to continue? "I;
scanf( M%S", cont);
} while « cont(O]= = 'y ') II (cont[OI =,,== ' Y' ));
printf("\n \nlt is all finished . ");
printf("\nGood bye. . .\n\n\ o "};
A.3 NINE-POINT PATH PROBLEM
C A PROGRAM FOR SOLVING FOUR BAR MECHANISM
DIMENSIONTLI(IO),TL2CIO),TL3(IO),TU( 10)
DIMENSIONTTH ( IO),TAL(IO)
OPEN(I , FILE = 'FBO UT,MAT' , STATUS == 'OLD')
OPEN(Z, FILE = 'FBlNP.MAT' . STAT US ... ' NEW')
OPEN(3, FILE == 'GTI.DAT', STATUS = 'NEW' )
TLO = 106.0
0010 1 =1,10
READ(1,·)TLl (I),TLZ(I) ,TL3(I) ,TU(I) .TrH( I),TAL(I)
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 I = 1.10
00 30J; I,9
PRT = TIH(I) + 40.0·CFLOAT(J)·1.0)
OBI = TLO·COSD(180.0) + TL1(I)·COSD(PRT)
DB2 = TLO·SIND(180.0) + TLI(I)· SIND(PRT)
QL4 == SQRT(DBl n2 + 082· ·Z)
OU = ATAN2D (D82.DBI)
TI l == o U + ACOSD«QU··2 + TL2(1)··2 - TL3(l)··2)1
% (2. 0 · QL4"'T L2(f»}
TI2 == OU - ACOSD«QU··2 + TL2(f) ....2 • T'-3 CI)· ·2)1
% (2.0'QU'TL2!!)))
TIl == alA + ACOSD«Quu2 - TL2(1)....2 + TL 3(1)··2)1
% (2.0 'QuoTL2!!»)
TIZ = OlA • AC OSO«QlAu2 • T L2(W·2 + TL3CI)··Z)1
% (2.0 'QU'TL2!!)))
T2 = 1'21 • 180.0
PX = T LI(I)· C OSl)CPRT) + TL4(f)·COSD(T2 + TALC!)








WRITE (3 ,*)TLZ(I)/ lOOO.O
WRITE(3, · )TL3(1)1l000.0
WRITE (3, · )TL4(I )/ lOO.O












GIVEN LINK LE NGTHS, AND CHOOSING x ARBITRARILY
CALCU LATE TH ErA AN D T HEN SOLVE A FOUR BAR MECHANISM
~~~~*~;~,"~:,"~~~,"~~~,":~,"~~,"~?,":~~~;::'~~,"r..," ... ,","*
SOLVE FOU R-BAR MECH ANISM FOR P HI VALUES
DO 20 I "" 1,8
BX = RLO'"COSD(180.0) + RLl '"COSD(l 80 - TH(I»
BY = RLO"'SIND(l 80.0) + RLI"'SIND( 180 · TH(I»
BPS = SQRT(BX"'BX + BY'"BY)
ABPS = ATAN2D(BY,BX) · 180.0
YJD = ACOSD« BPS·"'2 + RU "'*2 - RLZ*"'2)/(2.0 *BPS"'RL3»
PHI(I) = -(ABPS + Y1D)
20 CONT INUE
D0 251 "" 1,8
Y(I) = (PHI (l) - PHI O)'"(R ANY/ RANPHI) + YO
25 CONTIN UE






DI MENSION RT3(l 1)
DIMENS ION X(8),TH( 8),PTI (8I, Y(8)
OPEN(21 , FILE == ' LET'Ax, DAT' , STATU S ::: 'OLD' }
OPEN(22, FI LE ::: 'RT33.DAT', STATUS = 'OL D')
OPEN(23, FILE := ' WANT. l\.f AT' , ST ATUS := ' NEW' )
REAO( 2I ,*)RANX,RANY
RE AO(21 ,*)RANTH,RANPHI
READ( 21, *)THO, PHIO,TH F,PHF
READ(2 1,*)XO,YO
READ (21, *)RLO
DO II 1 := I,ll
READ (22 ,')RT3(1)




00 4671 = lS
TH( I) = RTIO+3)
467 CONTINUE
00 46B1 = 1,8
X(1) =(TH(I) • TH O)*(RANX /R ANTH) + XO
WR ITE(Z3, *)X(I)
468 CONTINUE
C ********** **** *********** ********************** *****
C SOLVE FOUR·BAR MECHA NISM FOR PHI VALUES
C **************.*.**.* •••• •• ***•••• •*.* ••******. *****
004691= 1,8
BX == RLO*COSO(180.0) + RLl·COSD(J 80 - TH(I»
BY = RLO'SIND(180,O) + RU'SIND(180 - TH( I))
BPS::: SQRT(BX*BX + BY*BY)
ABPS ::: ATANZD(BY,BX) · 180.0
YIO := ACOSO(BPS**2 + RL3·*Z • RL2"2)/(2 .0*BPS*RL3»
PT I(I) = -(A BPS + YID I
469 CONTINUE
DO 474 1 = 1,8






A.S TRAJECTORY CO NTRO L OF A TWO·L1NK MANIPULATOR
C .
C POSITION CONTROL OF A TWO-LINK MANIPULATOR
C ..
C NOTE: ALL ANGLES IN RADIANS
C ALL LENGTHS IN M
C ..
DIMENSION S(50),UVEL(50)
DIMENSION TRJ(4, 4),TR2(4 ,4),TR3(4,4),PV(4),TR 4(4,4)
DIMENSION TR5(4,4),XY(4)
COMMON ILINKDI RLl ,RL2,ST
COMMON IXYCI X(50),Y(50),1
COMMON IXCCI XC,YC,V T
COMMON /yELPI VX(50),VY(50)
COMMON I RMASSI RMI ,RM2
COMMON ICONP ll THCP l ,THCP2,THDCPI ,THDCn
COMMON ICONP21 RKD(4),DELT
COMMON IRMINPI
TH DEI(50),TH DE2(SO),THD DE I(SO),THD DE2(50)
COMMON I RMiN QI TXX(2 ,l);1' H_C PI(50),Ti(CP2(50),TH D_CPI(50)





OPEN(I , FILE = ' VELP.D AT' , STATUS"" 'OLD')
OPEN(2 , FILE:::: ' XV.MAT', STATUS = ' UNKNOWN' )
OPEN(9, FILE:::: ·CONT.PAR' , STATUS:::: 'O LD')
OPEN(20,FILE:::: ' VD.MAT , STATUS:::: ' UNKNOWN')
OPEN(l7 ,FILE = ' TH D.MAT ' , STATUS :::: ' UNKNOWN')
OPEN(18;FILE:::: 'THO_D.MAT' , STATUS:::: ' UNKNOWN' )
OPEN(19,FILE:cE 'THDD D.MAT' , STATUS '" 'U NKNOWN')
OPEN(22, FILE = 'XCYC:-~fAT' , STATUS = ' UNKNOWN')
OPEN(45,F ILE:::: 'VCWC.MA T' , STATUS = 'UNKNOWN')
OPEN(23 ,F ILE = 'NORM, MAT' , STATUS = 'UN KNOWN')
OPEN(IO,F ILE = ' ERROR.MAT' ,STATUS "" 'UNKNO WN')
OPEN(l6,FILE "" ' GAIN.MAT', STATUS:::: 'UNKN OWN')
C * * ..
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DO I I = 1,50
WRITE(",")
CONTINUE












C REQUIRED TANGENTIAL VELOC ITY AND ACCELERATION FOR THE
C PROF ILE
READ(l,·)V T ,ACC
COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF THE CIRCLE
READ(I, ·)XC,YC
INlflAL POSIT ION
READ(9, ·)THCP I,T HCP2











C GENERATING rHE REQU IRED VELOC ITY PROFI LE AND
C EVALUATING THE D1f;TANCE TRAVE LLED
DO 10 1= 1,28
IF(I.LE.9) THEN
TIME = STIME* I
C ACCELERATION PROFILE
S(I) = O.50*ACC ·(TIME)**2
WRITE(51.")S(I)
VVEL(I) 0 SQRT(2.0"ACC·S(I»
V T ~ WELtl)
aisa IF« I.GT ,9),AND. (LLT.20» THEN
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c CONSTANT TANG ENTIAL VELO CITY PROFILE
RLP = S(9)
TI ME =:: STIME·(I·9)
VVEL(I) =:: 0.15
V T "" 0 . 15
S<,"i) "" RLP + V T*T IME
WRITE(5 1,*)5(1)-
ELSE
C DECE LERATION PROF ILE
RLP = S({9)
T IME = STlME·(I-19)
SSG"" O.ISO·TIME· 0.50·(ACq·(TIME) ....2
S( I) == RLP + SSG
WRITE{5I,")S(I)
VVEL(I ) = SQRT(0 .150 ·"'2 . 2.0"'ACC"SSG)
V 'I' = VVEL (I)
END IF
STANG "" S( I)/RAD
C WR ITE(20 ," )STANG
PHI ;;: ST + STANG












CA LL THETA FIND
CA LL CART VEL
CALL T HDT- FIND
10 CONT INUE-
0020 1 = 1,27
CAL L T RAJ CONT
20 CONT INUE-




WRITE(IO, *)THD: CP2 (I)
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WRITE(lO,~)TH OEI (I +I ) - TH CPIll)
WRITE(IO,~)TH=DE2(1+ I) . T H=CP2(1)
WRlTEO O,·)THD_DEl(l+ I) - THD _CPI{I)
WRlTE(IO ,")T HD DE2(I + I) . THD CP2(1)
WRlTE(17 ,·)THJ5PI (I),TH_CP2(1) -
WR ITE( 18,·)THD CPlm.THD CP2(1)
WRITE(22, ·)XCN(r+ I). YCN(I+ I)
WRITE(23,~)SQRT«X(I+ I) · XCN(I+ 1»··2+(Y(I+l) ·
% YCN(I+ IW·2)
WRITE(45, ·)VXN(I), VYN(I)
WRITE(2 0, ·)SQRT(VXN(I)~ ·2+VYN( I)"'"'2)








SUBROUT INE RMATMA T(A,B,C ,M ,N ,L)
DIMENSION A(M,L) ,B(L,N),C(M,N)
DO 1300 I "" I, M
DO 1300 J "" I,N
C(I,J) = 0 .00
DO 1300 K "" I, L




SUBROUTINE T HETA FIND
C ~ ; ..
C STEP 2: FIND THE JOINT COORDIN ATES or T HE CIRCULAR
C TRAJECTORY
C ~ " ~
DIMENSION T HET(4)
COMMON I LlNKDI RL I .RL2 ,ST
COMMON I XYCI X(50),V(50),1
COMMON IRMINPI
% TH_DEI(50),TH_DE2(50),THO_DE I(50I,THD_DE2(50)
OPEN (3. FILE "" 'T HET. MAT', STAT US "", 'UNKNOWN')
c * ~ ••~ ~ •• ~ .~ ••• ~. ~. ~ ••~~ .






RII = 2.0 • X(ll • RL!
RKK = X(1)·X(I) + Y(I)·Y(I) + RU·RLI - RLZ·RLZ
RTf '" RJJ·RJJ + RU·RI I • RKK·RKK
THET(!) = ATAN2(RJJ,RII) + ATANZ(SQRT(RTI),RKK)
PARI = Y(I) - RU'SIN(fHET(I»
PAR2 = X(I) - RLl·COSrrHET(I»
THET(2) = ATAN2(PARl,PAR2)· THEr( I)
WRITE(3, ' )THET(J),THET (2)





......."''''''' ''' '''..'''..; .
STEP 3: RESOLVE TANGENTI i'L VELOCITY V T IN THE
GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM -
DIMENSION VP(3)
COMMON ILtNKOI RLI,RL2,ST
COMMON IX YC! X(50) ,Y(50),1
COMMON IXCCI XC, YC, V T
COM MON /yEL PI VX(50),VY(50)
OPEN(4 , FILE = 'VEL. MAT', STATUS = 'UNKNOWN')
OPEN(7, FILE '-'- 'PNV .MAT', STATUS = 'UNKNOWN')
PKL = Y(I)·YC
PKK = X(I)·XC
AL PH = ATAN2(PKL,PKK)












C STEP 4: EVALUATE THE ROTATION RATES THDT_Kl AND THDT_K2




COMMON I LlNKDI RLi ,RL2,ST
COMMON IXYC I X(SO).Y(50).1
COMMON IRMINP I
% TH_OEI(50),TH_DE2(50).THD_UEI(50).THD_DE2(50)
COMMON IXCCI XC,YC,V T
COMMON /vELPI VX(SO),VY(50)
OPEN(8, FILE = 'THOT,MAT', STATUS = 'UNKNOWN')
VPO( I) = VX(I)
VPO(2) = VY(I)
UTII = -RU"SIN(fH_DEI(I» - RL2·SIN(fH_DEI(I)+ TH_DE2(1»
UT12 = ·RL2"'SIN(f H DE1(1)+TH OE2(1))
U1'21 = RU"'COS(fH:DEI(I» + R1.2"'COS(fH_DEl(I)+ TII_0E2(I))
U1'22 = RL2"'COSrrnDEI(I)+ TH OE2(1))
OET = UTI I"'U1'22- U1'21"'UT12 -
RINVO,l) = U1'22/DET





THD_DE I(I) = THD T(1)




C ··"' '''''' '''· ''''''''' ''''''''' ... •... ...···'''... ·''' '''''''''···· ·· ··..•••••..•..·'''··'''·
C STEP5: TRAJECTORY CONTROL OF .i"" O·UNK MANIPULATORC ···························· · · ..
DIMENSION RX(4),XSTRT(4),RMAX(4).RMIN(4),RPHI(4)
DIMENS ION RPSI(I) ,RW(44),XCP(SO), YCP(50)
COMMON I LlNKDI RLl ,RL2,ST
COMMON I XYCI X(50),Y(50),1


















COMMON IPKKI PKl (50).PK 2(50).PKJ(50).PK4(50)
!D ATA = 0
lP RINT = 0
TH_ CPI (I) "" THCP I
TH CP2(1 ) ::: THCP2
THO CP 1(1) = THDCP I
;~~;:!::~~,:.;,~~~~: ,,, , ,, ,.
FIND THE omMUM VALUE OF RKD THAT GIVES MINHlHJM
ERROR IN POSITION






G "" 0 .00 1
MAXM "" 25000
DATA RMAX/I .0e3.I.0e3,1 .0e3,1 .0e31
DATA RMIN/-1. 0e3, -1.0e3. -1.0e3,-1 .0e31
DO 775 KK = 1,4












DIMENS ION QM(2,2) ,QV(2,2),QG(2,2 ),QT I(2 , 1),QT2(2 , I)
DIMENSION THDDTI(2, I),QMI(2 .2),THDD_CPI(50)
DIMENS ION THDD CP2( 50),TOR I(2)
DIM ENSION XU(2,i),TDZ(2), VPN(2)
COMMON ILl NKDI RLI ,RL2,ST
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COMMON I RMINPI
% TH_DE I(50),TH_DE2(50) ,THD_DEI (50),THD_OE2(50)
COMMON I RM INQI TXX (2,1),TH CP !(50) ,TH CP2(SO),THD CPI(SO)
COMMON IRMINRI THO CP2(SO)- - -
COMMON I X YCI X(50) ,Y(50), 1
COMMON /RMA SSI RM l, RM2
COMMON ICONP21RKD(4),DELT
COMMON I XCCI XC, YC, V T
COMMON IVE LPI VX(SO),VY(SO)




C •••• • * ..
C CALCULATING TORQUE BASED ON ERROR IN POSITION
C .
XCN( I) • RLI'COS(TH _CPI(I)) + RL2'COS(TH_CPI(I) +
% TH CP2( 1))
YeN(l) = RLl·SIN(TH CPln» + RL2"SINrrH CPIO) +
% TH_CP2(1» - -
IF(I.EQ .2) THEN
END IF
TORI(I) . RX(I)'(TH _DEI(I+ I) · TH_CPI(I)) +
% RX(3)'(THD _DEI (I+ I)· THD_CPI(I»
TORI(2) . RX(2)' (TH DE2(I+ I) · TH cno)) +
% RX(4)"(fHD DE2(I+ I). THD- CP2(I))
C * .
C CALCULATE TADDT AT TIME T
C "' .
CALL STHEKCfH_CPl ,TH_CP2,THD_CPl ,THD_Cn ,
% THDDT I,I,TORJ)
THDD_CPI(J) • THDDTI(l ,I)
THDD_CP2( 1) ....THDDTI(2 , 1)
C · ..•• • • • •• •• •• • •• ••• • ....••••••••..•• ..•• ..•• • ••••••••C HERE WE KNOWTHET, THDT AND THDDT AT TIME TC···········..····..···..····..·····..········..·..··..·C CALCULATETHEDDT ATTIMET+DELTC ················..········..·····..··..············...C CALCULATE THET,THDT AT TIME T+DELTC ····..········..·· ..·········",···· ..················TORI(I) · RX(I)·(TH_DEI (I+ I) · TH_DEI(I)) +
% RX(3)·rrHD DE 1(I+1) -THO DEI(I»
TORI(2) = RX(2)·Cri(0E2(1+1). TH~DE2(I)) +
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CC
% RX(·W(THD DE2(1+ \) - T HO DE2(1))
CA LL STHEK(TH CPI ,TH CP2,TH D (PI,THD CP2 .
% T HDDTI ,I + I,TORI ) - - -
THOD CP I(I+l) = THDDTI(I,IJ
;~~~~::;~~~;l.':.;::~;:~:(;;~~.****.n..** •• •••••••••*.
ALP = 0.5
BET = 0.00 1
THD_CP I(I+ I) = THO_ePI(I) + (1. 0-BET)"'THDD_CPI( WOELT +
% BET'"THDD CP I(I+WDELT
THD_CP2(I+i) = THD_CP2(1) + ( 1.0·BET) *THDD_CP2(I)*DELT +
% BET'"THDD CP2(l +t)-DELT
TH CP I(I + l) -:< TH CP I(I) + THD CP I(I)*DELT +
% «O.5.ALP) *THDD=CP1(1)+ALP"T HDD _CP I(I +1»"'DELP"2
TH CP2(1+1) = TH CP2(1) + THD CP2(1)*DELT +
% {(O.5.ALP)*THDD- CP2(1)+ALP"" rHDD CP2(1+ I))"'DELT 2
....................'; ..
XCN(I+l) = RLl "COS(TH CP I(I+ I)) + RL2*CQS(TH CP I(I+I) +
% TH CP2(1+ 1» - -
YC Nii + 1) = RLI*S IN(TH_CPI (I+ I» + RL2*SIN(TH_CPI(I+ I) +
% TH CP2(1+ I))
TDZ{i) = THD_CP 1(1+ 1)
TD Z(2) = THD_CP2(I+ l)
XU(I ,I) "" -RLl"'S IN(TH_CPI(J +I» - IH.2"'SIN{TH_CPI(I+ I)
% +TH CP2(J+ I»
XU(I ,2):' -RL2"'SINCfH CP I(I+I) +TH CP2( 1+1»
XU(2. 1) = RLJ"'COS(TH=CPl( I+ l) .. R-L2"'COS(TH_CP1(1+l)
% + TH CP2(I+ l»
XU(2,2) =RL2"'COS(f H CP I( I+I)+TH CP2 (1+ I»
CALL RMATVEC(XU,TD Z.VPN ,2.2) -
VXN(I+ I) = VPN(I)
VYN(I+ l) = VPN(2)
QWI = (X(J+ I)· XCN(I+ I))"IO.O) ··2
QW2 = ( Y(I+1) · YCN(I+I »· IO.O)··2
QW3 = «VX(1+I) · VXN(I+l»)'""'2
QW4 = «(VY(J+ I) · VYN(I+ 1)))··2
RU = «QWI + QW2)"'I,O + QWJ + QW4)"'1.0e6
RETURN
END
SUBROUT INE ST~EK(TH_CP 1,TH_CP2,THD_crl,THD_cn,
% THDD TI, I,TORI)
DIMENS ION QM(2.2).QV (2 .2) .QG(2.2),QTI (2.1).Q1"2(2. 1)
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DIMENSION THDDTI(2, lJ ,QMI(2,2)
DIMENSION TH CP I(50).THD CP I(50)
DIMENSION TH- CP2(50),TH D-CP2(50)
DIMENSION XU(2,2),TDZ(2), VPN(2)
DIMENSION RX(4) ,TORf(2)
CO MMON ILlNKDI RLI ,RL2,ST
CO MMON IRMASSI RMI,RM2
C ..
GH = 9,8 1
QM(I,I) = RL2.....2 ..RM2 + 2.0 "RLl" RL2"RM2"COS(TH CP2( I»
% + RLl ....2·(R M I + RM2) -
QM(I ,2) = RL2 2..RM2 + RLl *RL2*RM2"COS(TH CP2(D)
QM(2,1) = RU 2..RM2 + RLI "RLZ"RMZ"COSCfH-C P2([»
QMO,2) = RL2 2..RM2 -
QV(l , I) = ·RMZ..RLI ..RU ..SIN(TH_CP2(l)*THD_CP2(1)....2.
% 2 .0"RM2" Rt.1"RL2"SIN(TH CP2(1) "THD CPI( I)*THD eP2 (I )
QV(2,1) = RM2"RU "RU "si N(TH Cp2( ln-THO CPl([);"2
00(1 . 1) = RM2"RL2"GH"COS(TH- CPI(I)+TH CP2(l)) +
% (RMI + RM2)"RLI"GH "COS(fH-C P1(I)) -
QO(2 , 1) ... RM2"RL2"GWCOS(TH-CPI{I) + TH CP2(I»
CA LL QMINV(QM,QMI) - -
CALL RM,\TAD D(QV,QG.QTI,2 ,1)
CALL RMATSUB(fORI,QT I ,QT2,2. 1)












DIMENSION QM(2.2 ),QMf(2,2 )
00410 1 = 1,2









QMP "" QM(I, WQI\.'1{2.2) - Q M(I .:!)"'Q M(2 , 1)
QMI(1,I ) - Q M(2,2) /QMP
Qt.-HO,:!) "" -QM(I,2)/Q MP
QMI(2 .1 ) "" -QM(2 ,1) /QM P
QMI(2 ,2) = QM(I, I)/QMP
RETURN
END
TO NO RMALI ZE THE INPUT AN D OUTPUT VECTOR
DIME NSION PIN l( 50),PIN2(50),PI N3(50) ,PIN4(50)
DIME NSION PI N5(50), PIN6(50),PI N7(50), I'IN8(50)
DIMENSION PONl(50).PON2 (50), PON3(50l ,PON4(50)
OPEN(UNIT= I. FILE::: 'ERROR.MAT' .ST ATUS='OLD')
OPEN(U NIT::::2,FILE = 'GAIN .MAT ' ,ST A'rUS = ' OLO' }
OPEN(UN IT =3 ,FILE >.:'IN P.D AT' ,STAT US='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (UNIT = 4,FILE= 'OUT .OAT' ,STATUS::: 'UNKNOWN')
0 01 01 = 1,27
READ ( ) , · )PIN I(1),PIN2( 1),PIN 3(1),PIN4 (1,
READ(I, "')PIN5 (I),PIN6{1), PIN7(1),PIN8(1)
READ(2 ,")PON ((I),PON2(1 ),PON3( II,PO N4(1)
CONT INUE
CALL MINMAX(PIN I.SMALL I, PLARGE I,27)
PRINT "',SMALLl ,PL ARGEI
CALL MINMAX(P IN2,SMA Ll2, PLARGE2,27)
PRINT "',SMALL2,PLARGE2




CALL MINMAX(PIN5,SMA LL5,PLARGES ,27)
PRINT "',SMALL5, PLARGES
CALL MINMAX(PIN6,S MALL6, PLARG E6,27)
PRINT "',SMAL L6,PLARGE6
CALL MINMAX( PIN7,SMAL L7, PLARGE7 ,27)
PRINT · ,SMALL7,PLARGE7
CALL MfNMAX(PIN8 ,SMA LL8, PLARGE8 ,27)
PRINT · ,SMALL8,PLARGE8
CALL MINMAX(PON I ,SMALL9 ,PLARGE9,27)
PRINT · ,SMALL9,PLARGE9
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CALL MINMAX(PQN2,SMALLI O.PLARGE IO,27)
PRINT ",SMALLlO,PLARGEIO
CALL MINMAX(PON3,SMALLI I ,PLARGEl l ,27)
PRINT ",SMALLI I,PLARGEll
CALL MINMAX (PON4,SMALL12 ,PLARGEI2 ,27)
PRINT · ,SMALLl 2,PLAR GEI2
00 201 = 1,27
SOOTl = (PINI(I) - SMALLl )/(PLARGEl • SMALLI)
soon"" (PIN2(1) - SMALL2)/ (PLARGE2 • SMALL2)
SOOT3 = (PIN3(1). SMALLJ)/ (PLARGE3 - SMALLl )
SOOT4 = (PIN4(1) - SMAUA)/(PLARGE4 - SMALL4)
SOOT S = (PINS(I) - SMALL~)/(PLARGE5 - SMALLS)
SOOT6 :"< (PIN6(1) - SMA LL6)/(PLARGE6 - SMALL6)
SOOT? = (PIN7(1) - SMALL7)/(PL ARGE7 • SMALL7)
SOOTS:: (PIN8(1)- SMALL8)/(PLARGES - SMALLS)
SOOT9 = (PON I(I) · SMALL9)/ (PLARGE9 · SMALL9)
SOOT JO = (PO N2(l) - SMALL 10)/(PLARGE10 - SMALLIO)
SOOTl I = (PON3(1) - SMALLl l)/( PLARGEI1 - SMALLlI)
















C A LP APPROACH FOR NEURAL NETWORKS
C .
c YW = N + 4"(N + NCONS + NEQUS)
C WHERE N :: NUMBER OF DESIGN VARAIBLES = I
C NCONS = NUMBER OF INEQUALIT Y CONSTRA INTS = 1
C NEQUS = NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS = I
C YW = 1 + 4*(1+ 1+1) = 13
C L.P.













• WHERE M IS NUMBER OF CONSTRAINING EQUATIONS '" ROW~
WHICH IS DEFINl:.DBELOW
DIMENSIONSFOR {A]MATRIX
ROWS = (NO.OF OUTPUT)*TOTAL.NO.OF TRIALS
= 4"'(9) =36
COLUMNS =(NO .OF INPUT"'2 + 4)*NO .OF OUTPUT
= (8"'2 + 4)*4 = 80
..."' ..







COMMON IBLl /ZC,ZX,ZW ,ZAP.ZCP, ZBP
COMMON IBLJ/ Za
COMMON fBL2/MZ,NZ,NUTS,NT. J\jl .NOUT, NOI
COMMON IFAU ZT OB
COMMON fArIT /ZA
OPEN(Z, FILE = 'SCOUT-T.DAT', STATUS :> 'OLD' )
OPEN(3, FIL E = ·CLPTA.OUT', STATUS = ' OLD' )
OPEN(l4, FILE = 'LIN. OAT' , STATUS = 'OLD')
READ(l4,*')MZ
READ(l4,')NZ
READ (14 , *)NUTS
READ(l4,*)NT,NI

















DATA RM IN /-O.lOl





CALL ANSWER(YU,YX,P HI,PSI,NY, NCONS,NEQUS)
WRITE("',·)'00 YOU WISH TO CONTI NU E l'
WRITE(', ' J' I: YES'
WRITE("',"')'2: NO '
READ(·, ·)ND EC







DIMENSION YX{l ),YXSTRT(l) ,RM AX( I),RMIN(I ),PHI(I ),PSI(I )
DIMENSION YW(50I,ZX(80I,ZA(36,80I,ZB(36),Zq 80)
DIMENSION ZAP(36,80),ZB P(36) ,ZCP(80)





CO MMON IBL2/M Z,NZ ,N UTS,NT ,NI ,NOUT, NOI
CO MMON ISIMPLEINSTOP,IDAT A,NNOEX
COMMON IPAKS/ BBW,BBC,BBD
COMMON IFAU ZTOB
COMMON I ANT/ Z A
COMMON IDEPUT/D,RMX,RMN
OPEN(15, FILE"" 'SCINP- N.DAT ' , STATUS ='OL D')
OPEN(9 , FILE = 'SCOUT-N.DAT' , STATUS"" ' OLD')
OPEN(19, FILE = ' PERC.MAT', STATUS = 'NEW')




00 201 = I,MZ
KR '" t
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00 30J CI I,NZ
IF(J .GT .(20*KR)) TH EN
KR =KR+I
END IF








0040 1 == I ,MZ
ZBP(I) = YX(I) 'ZB(l)





KR = KR + I
END IF
IF«I.GE,(l + 20"'(KR-I))),ANO.(J.LT.(1 7+20"'(KR·I))))THEN





CALL SIMPl E(NZ, MZ,ZAP,Z BP.ZC r ,ZX,ZU.ZW)
XX "" 0 .0
DO 501 J "" I ,NZ
XX = XX + ZCP(J) 'ZX(l)
50 1 CONT INUE
YYU "" SQM - XX
WRI~·2(·, ·)'L.P . OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS' , YYU




DO 55 NM "" 1, 16,2
DO 60 MM = NM,8C,20
YTi "" YX(I)"'(ZC(NM)"'ZX(MM» + YTl
60 CONT INUE
55 CONT INUE
DO 65 NM = 2 ,16,2
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DO 70 MM = NM,80,: 0
YT2 = YX(l)-CZCCNM)-ZXCMM»+ YT2
70 CONTINUE
65 CONTINUE.
DO 75 NM = 17,20
DO 80 MM "" NM,80,20
YT] = CZC(NM)"'ZX(MM)) + YTJ
80 CONT INUE
75 CONTINUE
YT4 = YX(I )"'SQM
C CALL RMIXD(BBW.BBC,BBD,YX,ZTOB,RT3)
YU "" (YTI + YT2 + YT3 - YT4)U 4
WRITE("', - )'SLOPE IS', YX(I)





DO 881 1SK = 1,9
00884 1 = 1,8
READ(l5 ,"')ZTOBCI)
884 CONTINUE






















SUBROUTINE EQUA L(YX,PSI,NEQUS )
DIMENSION YX(I),PS I(I )
RETURN
END
SUBROUT INE RMATM UL( A,B, C ,M,N)
DIMENSION A(M,N) .B(N),C( M)
DO 4430 I = I,M
C(l) ~ 0.0
DO 4440 J = I ,N






C GENERATION OF [A] MATRIX FOR LINEAR PROGRAMM ING
DIMENSION X(8),ZA(36,80)
COMM ON IM IT/ Z A
OP EN(l7, FILE = 'SC INP-T .DAT ' , STATUS = 'O LD')




0 0 714 I = 1,8
READ(17,·)X(I)
7 14 CONT INUE
780 CONT INUE
IF(NT.GT.80) GOTO 7 100
MT = I
DO 710 I =NS,NT,2




DO 720 1= NS+ I,NT,2
ZA(K NI,I) ~ -X(MT)
MT=MT + I
720 CONT INUE




DO 740 I = NT+2,NT + 3










C "' "' ..
C TO SCALE BACK THE GAIN AND ERROR VALUES
C OBTAINED FROM TH E NEURAL NETWORK
C ..
DIMENSION GN RI(50),GNR2 (50),GNR3(5 0),GNR4(50)
DIMENSION PONI (50) ,PON2(50),PON3(50),PON4(50)
OPEN(UNlT= I, FILE= 'GAIN. MAT' , STATUS= 'O LD')
OPEN(UNIT=2, FILE= 'SCKF-N .DAT' , STATUS = ' OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=3, FILE= 'KFRM-N.DAT' , STATUS = 'UNKNOWN')
DO 10 I = 1,27
READ(l ,")PON1(1),PON2(1),PON3(1),PON4(1)





CALL MINMAX(PONl ,SMALL9 ,P LARGE9,27)
PRINT "',SMALL9,PLARGE9
CALL MINMAX(PON2 ,SMALLtO ,PLARGE IO,21)
PRINT " ,SMALLl O,PLARGEIO
CALL MINMA;':(PON3,SMALL11 ,PLARGE I I ,27)
PRINT " ,SMALLI I ,PLARGE II
CALL MINMAX(PON4,SM ALLI2 ,PLARGE I2,27)
PRINT ..,SMALLl 2,PLARli i312
D0201 = 1,27
GAIN I = GNR I(I)"'(PLARGE9-SMA LL9) + SMALL9
GAIN2 = GNR2(1)"(PLARGEIO -SMALLlO ) + SMALLlO
GAIN3 = GNR3(1)"(P LARGEI I-S MALLl I) + SMALLl I
GAIN4 = GNR4(1)"(PLARGEI2-S MALLl2) + SMALLl2






C MATLA8 FILES TO CHECK FOR THE TRAJECTORY USING
C THE GAIN VALUES OBTAINED FROM.LP-NEURO METHOD
c AND AS WELL AS FROM OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE
C • • ••••••• •• •• •••••• •• ••••••••••• • • • • •• • • • • • • • ••••• • • •
C finaJ.m












for i = 1:21
II "" thet(i, I);
ti l "" thet(i+ l, I);
t2 - Ihel(i,2);
t22 - thet(i+ l ,2);
td l = thdl(i, 1);
Id ll = Ihdt(i+I ,I) ;
Id2 =Ihdt(i,2);
Id22 - Ihdt(i+I ,2);
m(I , 1) = 12i· m2 + 2· 1I"12· m2· cos(t2) + 1I"'2· (ml+· •
m(l ,2) = 12"'Z· m2 + U· 12"m2·cos(l2};
m(2,1) = 12"'Z· m2 + U·12·m2 ·co5(t2);
m(2,2) = 12"'Z· mZ;
v( I, I} = -m2"11· IZ·s in(t2)·td2"'Z· 2· m2· 11·12· sin(t2)· ldl · td2;
v(2, I) = m2"1I· IZ· sin(t2)"'tdl"2;
gg(l , l) = m2·12·g "'cos(tI+ 12)+ (ml+m2)·Ii "g·cos (t1);
gg(2,1) = m2· 12· g·cos(t1+ t2);
e l =tll - lI :
e2 ... td l l - tdl ;
e3 t:I t22 - t2;






to(l ,I) = xr -et + KJ*e2;
to(2,l) ::: K2*eJ + K4*e4;





jv(l ,I)::: IdI + (l-be)*ja(1 , l )·d elt + be*jan(l ,Wdelt;
jv(2, 1) ::: td2 + ( l -be)*ja(Z, I)· delt + be*jan(Z, I)*delt;
jd(l, I)::: t l + tdl sdelt + «O.5·al)·ja(I ,l) + a1*jan(I, I»*de lt"'2;
jd(2,I) :: u + IdZ·d elt + «O.5-al)· ja(2,l ) + al*jan(Z, I»·delt"'2;
thet(i+l ,l) :::j d(I, I);
thel(i+ I,2) :: jd(2,I) ;
%thdt(i+ l , l) :: j v(l, I) ;
%lhdt(i+ I, Z) = jv(2, 1);
x(i, l) :: Il*cos(jd(l,l» + IZ·cos(jd(l ,I) + jd(Z, I» ;
y(i,l) = lI*si n(jd(I ,l) + IZ*sin(jd(1, I) + jd(2,1» ;
jcb(l,I}:: -Il ·s in(jd(l, I» - IZ·sin(jd(l , I)+j d(Z,I»;
jeb(1 ,2) = -12· sin(jd( l, l) + jdC2, I»;
jeb(2,1) = lI·cos(jd(t , I» + l2· cos(jd(I ,I ) +j d(2, 1» ;
jcb(Z,Z) = lZ*cos(jd(1,I ) + jd(Z,I » ;
vx(i,l) = Jcb(l ,l) * jv( I,1) + jcb(l ,2)·jv(Z,I );
vy(i, l ) = jcb(2,1) • jv( I,I) + jcb(Z,Z)*jv(Z,I) ;
vd(i, l) = sqrt(vx(i,I)"'Z + vy(i,W2);
%ex(i, 1) = xy(i+ I ,I) - xcyc(i, I);
%ey(i,1) = xy(i+ I,Z) - xcyc(i,2);
%nex(i, l) "" xy(i+I ,I) · x(i,I) ;
%ney(i,l ) =xy(i+I ,2)· y(i, l);
%er_op(i, l) ::: sqrt(ex(i, l)"'Z + ey(i,I)""Z);










pt22 = pthel(i+ I,2);
ptdl = p!hdt(i, l);
ptdl l = pthdl(i +I , I);
pld2 = pthdt(i,2);
pld22 = plhdl(i+ 1,2);
pm(1.l) = 12'"'2'm2 + 2' 1I'"12*m2'cos( pt2) + W '2'"(ml +m2);
pm(l ,2) = 12"'2' m2 + 1I' 12'"m2'cos( pt2) ;
pm(2, I) = 12"'2'"m2+ 1I'"12' m2 '"cos(p12);
pm(2.2) z: 12"'2'"m2;
pv(I, I) = -m2' 11*12'"sin(pt2)"ptd2"2 - 2 '"m2'11'"12' sin(p12)'"ptd l '"pld2;
pv(2, I) = m2'"1I'"12'"sin(pt2)'"ptd l"'2;
pgg(l, I) - m2'"12'"g'"cos(ptl+pt2) + (m l + m2)'"II ' g'"cos(p ll );
pgg(2,l) =m2'"12'"g'"cOs(pll + pt2) ;
pel = ptJ I - pt l ;
pel = ptdtl - pldl ;
pc) = pa2 - pt2;





plo(l , l) = pKl'"pel + pK3'"pe2 ;
plo(2, 1) - pK2'"pe3 + pK4'"pe4;
jan = inv(prn)'"(pto - pv - pgg);
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